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At Ideal Standard, we believe that creativity is the catalyst to continuous evolution in your bathroom. As Europe’s 
leading brand, Ideal Standard’s goal is to create a living space that is truly like you. Sustainable and exclusively 
following three main philosophies: design, performance and innovation. Ideal Standard is the reflection of 
personalised well-being. Spirit and materials focused to create a universe where the body and mind are immersed 
in renewed pleasure day after day. Discover the new groundbreaking solutions that capture your desires.
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Over 100 years

Over 100 years of design, performance and innovation  

Since 1896, Ideal Standard has become a world leader in bathroom design and manufacture through  

a combination of the highest quality design, innovative technology and skilled craftsmanship. 

Live the Ideal brings together a collection of products representing the latest technology and engineering 

from across Europe. Many of our products contain innovative safety, water and space saving features to 

provide bathrooms equipped for modern day living. Each piece is the culmination of a lengthy development 

process involving some of Europe’s leading designers. The result is excellence in form and function.

So for the complete bathroom, live the ideal with Ideal Standard.

Space – award-winning design 
Designed by Robin Levien RDI, Space is a 
collection of innovative and award-winning 
designs. Now you can make more of your home 
by utilising spaces you didn’t even know you 
had. Whether you want to adapt your family 
bathroom to help ease the morning gridlock, 
create a downstairs cloakroom or add an en-suite 
to your master bedroom, our state-of-the-art 
Space products will help you achieve it (below).

performance

innovation

Idealcast
The strength of cast iron with half the weight – Idealcast  
is a composite of resins and minerals, which is cast onto 
the reverse of a vacuum formed acrylic shell. This creates  
a very rigid product, comparable with the solid feel most 
people associate with cast iron, surpassing British Standard 
requirements for baths. 

Ceramic Disc technology 
The revolutionary ceramic disc valve which 
has proved over the years to be the best and 
most reliable way of controlling water flow – 
without drips – was developed by Ideal 
Standard. This invention paved the way for 
innovative ranges of smooth operating single 
lever taps which can control both water flow 
and temperature with a single movement.

Robin Levien RDI 
Robin Levien is one of Britain’s 
most consistently successful product 
designers of the last 25 years.  
In 1999 Robin set up Studio Levien 
with his wife Tricia Stainton to 
design domestic products for leading 
companies all over the world. He was 
made non executive Design Director  
of Ideal Standard in the UK in 2003.

Studio 
Launched in 1987, the award-winning 
Studio range designed by Robin Levien 
RDI, became the largest-selling bathroom 
suite ever, from any manufacturer.  
Today it is still one of Ideal Standard’s 
most popular bathroom suites.

Ideal Waste System 
Our ingenious new collection of First baths have 
a lower step-in height (only 48cm) designed to 
be easily accessible for everyone, particularly 
children and the elderly, whilst utilising the 
same amount of water. First features the  
Ideal Waste System, a low waste outlet that 
reduces the space underneath the bath (below).  
Also available on Concept baths.

Dual flush 
Because you don’t always need a full flush, 
all close coupled WC suites have dual flush 
cisterns. A long flush push button delivers six 
litres of water and a short flush button four 
litres. On average, a dual flush ensures 25% 
water savings if the short flush is used four 
out of five times a day per person.
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Modern 
Collections

For over a century Ideal Standard has brought the simplicity and innovation of 

contemporary design into millions of homes. Good design is about both form and function. 

Ideal Standard leads the way through technological innovation and has realised the visions 

of leading European designers, each of whom refreshes the bathroom in their own way.

06 Concept 26 Studio 32 Alto 40 Space 60 Bathroom furniture24 Accessories
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Concept is where creative design 

meets practical solutions. Choose 

a style which appeals to your 

taste from three distinctive basin 

shapes, then build your dream 

bathroom around it. With Concept 

you can fulfil your whole wish list. 

You’ll discover WC and bathing 

options, innovative storage, stylish 

accessories and some very clever 

ideas along the way. Concept 

offers a complete solution giving 

you value without compromise.

Concept  
Sphere 55cm pedestal basin, close 
coupled WC suite with Arc cistern, 
170cm shower bath (right-hand) 
with Ideal Waste System, shower 
bath screen, 550mm mirror with 
lights, ceramic soap dish with holder, 
toilet roll holder. Cone single lever 
basin mixer and bath filler, TT Cone 
built-in thermostatic shower valve 
with Outline shower kit; see pages 
203-204 for the complete range  
of Cone mixers, taps and showers.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range

Cube p8

Sphere p10

Arc p12
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Strong, simple lines provide a contemporary look 

which is beautifully balanced by Concept’s signature 

soft inner rim. The main basin is a bold statement 

piece in a range of sizes making it suitable for  

any space while two short projection options bring 

architectural style to the smallest of bathrooms.

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Concept cube

Concept  
Cube 60cm semi-pedestal basin, 600mm mirror, 
600mm glass shelf and 300mm towel rail. 
Active single lever basin mixer. 

Right: Cube 55cm basin, close coupled WC 
suite with Cube cistern, 500mm Cube basin unit 
(Walnut/White effect), 500mm mirror, 500mm 
glass shelf and 450mm towel rail. Cone single 
lever basin mixer. See pages 203-204 for the 
complete range of Cone mixers and taps.

Far right: Cube 55cm basin, back-to-wall WC 
suite, 500mm Cube basin unit, 500mm slimline 
WC unit with dual flush cistern and push 
button (Oak/White effect), Cube shelf link  
unit, 500 x 210mm worktop, 900mm plinth 
(American Oak effect). Active single lever basin 
mixer; see pages 200-201 for the complete 
range of Active mixers and taps.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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Sphere offers hotel-chic style perfect for creating  

a relaxing, tranquil bathing space. Formed of 

a soothing circle, it is design for the discerning.  

A range of basin sizes, pedestal and furniture 

options provides you with endless possibilities and  

for ultimate luxury the pure round vessel creates  

a feel of the luxury spa at home.

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Concept sphere

Concept
Left: Sphere 55cm basin. 800mm Sphere/Arc 
basin unit, 800mm Sphere worktop, tall unit 
with two doors, (Oak/ White effect), Concept 
550mm mirror. Ceraplan single lever basin mixer.

Above: Sphere 45cm handrinse semi-pedestal 
basin and ceramic soap dish. Ceraplan single 
lever basin mixer.

Right: Sphere 50cm basin, 170 x 70cm bath, 
300mm basin pedestal unit, 170cm front bath 
panel (American Oak effect) and Concept 
400mm towel rail. Ceraplan single lever basin 
mixer; see pages 207-209 for the complete 
range of Ceraplan mixers and taps.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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Concept arc

A classic shape that will sit easily in any bathroom, Arc mixes 

a smooth curve with a gently scooped interior for a supremely 

versatile basin. The pedestal version is timelessly elegant, the corner 

perfect for smaller spaces, or mount either on a range of freestyle 

furniture options when storage is a priority.

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Concept
Left: Arc 55cm basin, 600mm Sphere/Arc basin 
unit, Sphere/Arc shelf link unit; 600mm Arc 
worktop, 360mm tall unit with doors, 600mm 
mirrored wall unit (Dark Walnut effect). 
Ceraplan single lever basin mixer.

Above: Arc 45cm corner basin; cloakroom 
pedestal . Ceramic soap dish with holder. Cone 
single lever basin mixer; see pages 203-204 for  
the complete range of Cone mixers and taps.

Right: Arc 55cm basin. 300mm basin pedestal 
unit (Dark Walnut finish). Ceramic tumbler with 
holder. Ceraplan single lever basin mixer; see 
pages 207-209 for the complete range  
of Ceraplan mixers and taps.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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1  Concept wall hung WC suite, wall hung bidet; 
Ceraplan bidet mixer.

2  Concept close coupled WC suite with Arc cistern.
3  Concept close coupled WC suite with Cube cistern.
4  Concept close coupled back-to-wall WC suite  

with Cube cistern.
5  Concept close coupled back-to-wall WC suite  

with Arc cistern.
6  Studio close coupled WC suite with Arc cistern.
7  Studio close coupled WC suite with Cube cistern.
8  Studio back-to-wall WC suite.
9  Concept back-to-wall WC suite, floor standing bidet; 

Active bidet mixer.

1

2 3 4

5 6 7

8 9

Sitting comfortably

Concept WC suites Choose a WC suite to 

complement your basin shape and bathroom style. With two 

modern bowl shapes and two cistern shapes there is plenty 

of choice. The Arc cistern is a perfect semi-circle, the Cube  

a neat square cistern. Both are dual flush and compatible 

with the cutting-edge clean lines of the Concept WC suite  

or the classic contemporary bowl of the Studio WC suite. 

There are close coupled, back-to-wall and wall hung models, 

all with the option of a slow close seat for added luxury.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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Concept Baths Four bath designs offer you everyday indulgence. Each bath has 

a gently sloped interior which echoes the inner soft rim of the Concept basins and makes 

them perfect for spa-style relaxation. There is a standard bath in three sizes, a double ended 

bath, a shower bath designed to maximise showering space and an innovative water saving 

bath as an eco option. All baths feature the new Ideal Waste System technology which 

provides a lowered step-in height for easy access.

Bathing 
concepts

 

innovation

Concept  
Above left: 170 x 70cm bath with Ideal Waste 
System. Cone rim mounted bath filler. Also 
available as a 170 x 75cm and 150 x 70cm bath. 

Above: 170 x 70cm shower bath (right-hand) 
with Ideal Waste System, shower bath screen. 
Cone single lever bath filler, TT Cone built-in 
thermostatic shower valve, Outline shower  
kit; see pages 203-204 for the complete range 
of Cone mixers and taps.

Left: 170 x 70cm water saving bath (right-hand) 
with Ideal Waste System. Ceraplan single lever 
bath filler; see pages 207-209 for the complete 
range of Ceraplan mixers and taps.

Right: 170 x 75cm double ended bath with 
Ideal Waste System. Active dual control 
thermostatic bath filler; see pages 200-201  
for the complete range of Active mixers and 
taps. Future access to bath fittings and waste 
required for this installation.

design

One small step
Concept baths offer easy bathing for all. At just 50cm high 
they’re easier to step in and out of, but hold no less water 
than standard. The secret is in the Ideal Waste System, a 
concealed waste and overflow in one. Its plumbing reduces 
the wasted space below a traditional tub, lowering the 
height, and it’s simply operated by an unobtrusive control  
on the rim of the bath.

A water saving bath
Concept’s water saving bath is the future of eco-aware 
bathing. For homes where water usage is an issue this bath’s 
ingenious, softly sloping interior and tapered foot end reduce 
the amount of water needed to enjoy a deep, indulgent soak.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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Concept Furniture
Concept’s furniture is so flexible you can 

create the room you want in the space you 

have. You can combine elegant tall units 

with slimline base units, fitted storage for 

seamless ease or freestyle units for  

a contemporary look.

...or freestyle?Fitted...

design
A flexible solution to bathroom storage
Useful storage is a must in any bathroom. Concept 
furniture provides a home for all your necessities as well  
as hiding unsightly plumbing. The configuration options  
are endless – mix and match to your heart’s content.

Concept  
Far left: Cube 55cm short projection semi-
countertop basin, back-to-wall WC suite, 90cm 
shower tray, 90cm Joy corner entry shower 
enclosure, 500mm slimline semi-countertop 
basin unit, 500mm slimline WC unit with dual 
flush cistern and push button, 300mm slimline 
base unit, 500mm wall unit (Walnut/White 
effect), 500mm mirrored wall unit, 1500 x 
210mm worktop (Dark Walnut effect), 500mm 
splashback, 670mm shower totem. Active 
single lever basin mixer, exposed thermostatic 
shower valve, Outline shower kit.

Left: Cube 40cm handrinse basin, wall mounted 
WC suite, 350mm Cube basin unit (American 
Oak effect). 400mm mirror/splashback, ceramic  
soap dispenser with holder, toilet roll holder. 
Active single lever basin mixer.

Below: Cube 50cm basin, 450mm Cube  
basin unit (Dark Walnut effect), 500mm mirror/
splashback. Active single lever basin mixer; 
see pages 200-201 for the complete range of 
Active mixers and taps.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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design

design
Clever storage 
Clever storage can fit anywhere.  
This stylish basin pedestal unit uses 
normally wasted space under the basin, 
giving you unobtrusive, handy storage. 
Overhead mirrored wall units can create 
even more space – maximising the 
storage potential of your bathroom.

Concept Furniture
The furniture solutions can help you create a 21st 

century bathroom. The design has options to solve all the 

complications of a modern bathroom. From storage pieces 

in contemporary finishes to fittings and accessories, your 

bathroom concept will fit your space and suit your taste. 

Ample drawer space 
Concept’s design genius is in the details.  
Base unit drawers are deceptively large and  
on all Concept furniture you’ll find slow close 
dampeners so doors will shut without a bang.

Unlimited
storage

Space saving basin 
In a small bathroom, corner solutions make the 
most of the space available. Concept’s design 
offers the complete package. An Arc corner 
basin and chic wall-mounted basin corner unit 
increase the illusion of space and provide 
essential storage.

Multiple storage solutions 
Wall mounted basin units give a smart  
free standing look. These can be combined 
with standard depth or slimline fitted  
furniture units to create the maximum  
storage space possible.

Open shelving 
Some things in a bathroom don’t  
need to be hidden away. Towels,  
toiletries and ornaments can help 
add that special finishing touch.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range
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design

Concept Furniture
A variety of finishes allows you to create  

a bathroom to match your home. Walnut creates 

a sense of luxury, Oak has a timeless classic feel 

and White Gloss adds a fresh, contemporary edge.

Choice
of finishes

Concept  
Sphere 43cm vessel basin , 500mm Sphere/Arc 
basin unit, tall unit with drawers (Oak/White 
effect), 500mm vessel worktop, worktop for tall 
unit with drawers (American Oak effect), 500mm 
mirror, 500mm glass shelf. Ceraplan single  
lever basin mixer; see pages 207-209 for the 
complete range of Ceraplan mixers and taps.

Mix and match
There are three finishes available in a choice of five 
combinations: Dark Walnut effect, American Oak effect, 
White Gloss, Walnut effect/White and Oak effect/White.

See p148-160 for the complete Concept range

UJ Walnut/White UH Oak/White

SX Dark Walnut SO American Oak

WG White Gloss

C
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Concept 
Ceramic tumbler with holder, soap dish with 
holder, 300mm towel rail, 400 x 700mm mirror, 
Arc 45cm handrinse basin and Ceraplan  
single lever basin mixer. See pages 159-160  
for the complete range of Concept accessories. 
See pages 207-209 for the complete range  
of Ceraplan mixers and taps.

Cone 
Right: Soap holder, 50cm glass shelf, towel ring 
and single lever basin mixer; see page 160 for 
the complete range of Cone accessories and 
pages 203-204 for the complete range of Cone 
mixers and taps. 

Chromium plated metal bathroom accessories 

form an integral part of our complete bathroom 

range. The range is extensive and carefully 

co-ordinated to allow a consistent look 

throughout every element of your bathroom.

Accessories

See p159-160 for the complete Accessories range
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Studio, designed by Robin Levien 

RDI, was an award winner in the 

BBC Design Awards and has been 

featured on the cover of Design 

Magazine. Studio has changed the 

typical British bathroom forever  

by delivering a unique treble: 

award-winning design, maximum 

choice and outstanding value.

St
ud

io
Studio  
56cm pedestal basin, close coupled WC suite 
and 170 x 70cm bath with Connect 750 bath 
shower screen. Ceraplan mixer fittings used 
throughout; see pages 207-209 for the 
complete range. Cone towel ring, 50cm glass 
shelves and toilet roll holder. For the complete 
range of Cone accessories see page 160.  
Alto Ecotherm shower; for more information 
on showers see pages 118-119. Concept 
mirror/splashback; see pages 148-160 for  
the complete Concept range.

See p161-162 for the complete Studio range

St
ud

io
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design

Studio
Classic design combined with superb 

performance. The Studio range offers a wide 

choice of well designed affordable products 

that will work in any bathroom space.  

No wonder it’s one of our most popular ranges.

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Studio  
Close coupled WC suite, 45cm cloakroom basin 
and Ceraplan Disc basin pillar taps. Cone 50cm 
glass shelf and toilet roll holder; see page 160 
for the complete Cone accessories range.

Left: 56cm pedestal basin with Ceraplan basin 
mixer; see pages 207-209 for the complete 
Ceraplan mixers and taps range.

Bottom left: Close coupled WC suite and Concept 
toilet brush; see pages 159-160 for the 
complete Concept accessories range.

Studio close coupled WC
This well designed contemporary WC features a neat  
semi-circular cistern and the option of a slow closing seat.

See p161-162 for the complete Studio range

St
ud

io
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Studio  
56cm semi-countertop basin with Ceraplan 
single lever basin mixer; see pages 207-209 for 
the complete Ceraplan mixers and taps range. 
Back-to-wall WC suite. Cone towel ring; see page 
160 for the complete Cone accessories range. 
Tipica infold shower enclosure and Alto Ecotherm 
shower kit; for more information on showers see 
pages 96-119. For the complete fitted bathroom 
furniture range see pages 172-177.

See p161-162 for the complete Studio range St
ud

io
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The Alto collection, designed  

by the internationally renowned 

Studio Levien, has many innovative 

features that you’d expect from  

a luxury bathroom range – yet at 

an affordable price.

No wonder Alto is the choice of 

so many designers and architects.

A
lto

Alto 
55cm pedestal basin, close coupled WC suite 
and 170 x 70cm bath with Alto Ecotherm  
shower and Connect 750mm bath screen; for 
more information on showers see pages 118-
119. Ceraplan single lever basin mixer, Ceraplan 
Disc bath filler; see pages 207-209 for the 
complete Ceraplan mixers and taps range.  
Cone toilet roll holder, towel ring and 50cm  
glass shelf; see page 160 for the complete  
Cone accessories range.

A
lto

See p163-165 for the complete Alto range 32
33
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Alto
This versatile range of contemporary porcelain 

and stylish bathroom fittings is suited to  

domestic or commercial use, whatever the space.  

Its relatively small scale makes it ideal for small 

bathrooms, en-suites and cloakrooms. 

Design by Studio Levien

Alto 
45cm cloakroom basin and close coupled WC 
suite. Cone soap holder, towel ring and toilet 
brush set; see page 160 for the complete Cone 
accessories range.

Right: 55cm pedestal basin and close coupled 
WC suite. Ceraplan mixers and taps used 
throughout; see pages 207-209 for the 
complete range of Ceraplan mixers and taps. 

See p163-165 for the complete Alto range
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Bathing

Alto
Whether your bathroom is in a period  

house or a minimalist apartment,  

the simplicity of Alto’s timeless design  

allows your own style to do the talking.  

Design by Studio Levien

performance

Alto 
Far left: 170cm shower bath with shower screen, 
Alto Ecotherm shower, Ceraplan Disc two tap 
hole bath filler.

Left: 170cm double ended bath with Ceraplan 
Disc two tap hole bath filler.

Below: 170cm bath with Connect 750mm  
bath screen, Alto Ecotherm shower; for more 
information on showers see pages 118-119. 
Ceraplan Disc two tap hole bath filler; see pages 
207-209 for the complete range of Ceraplan Disc 
mixers and taps.

options
Alto Idealform baths
The Alto rectangular bath is available in two widths,  
75 and 70cm; or as a double ended bath or shower bath 
with left or right-handed options. For those of you wanting 
a more indulgent bathing experience, it is also available 
with the Twin Plus whirlpool system. See page 184.

See p163-165 for the complete Alto range
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Alto 
55cm semi-countertop basin with Ceraplan single 
lever basin mixer; see pages 207-209 for the 
complete Ceraplan mixers and taps range. Back-
to-wall WC suite. For the complete fitted bathroom 
furniture range see pages 172-177. Tipica shower 
enclosure and  Alto Ecotherm shower; for more 
information on showers see pages 96-119.

See p163-165 for the complete Alto range

A
lto
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Designed by Robin Levien 

RDI, Space is a collection of 

innovative and award-winning 

designs. Now you can make 

more of your home by utilising 

spaces you didn’t even know 

you had. Whether you want to 

adapt your family bathroom to 

help ease the morning gridlock, 

create a downstairs cloakroom 

or add an en-suite to your 

master bedroom, our state-of-

the-art Space products will help 

you achieve it. 

Sp
ac

e

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space solutions
The Space concept is not just about innovative products – it’s 

about inspiring you to look afresh at the space you have. Space 

aims to get you thinking about how you can reconfigure, convert 

or extend to create more versatile bathrooms. Space can help you 

make use of every nook and cranny, and all that vital extra storage 

that every busy household needs creates a bathroom that feels 

spacious and stylish.
Thinking about

Working all the angles 
When space is at an absolute minimum and  
a shower facility seems out of the question,  
this compact Joy Pentagon infold shower 
enclosure can be the perfect solution. Below,  
the shower fits neatly into a corner and its 
triangular shape creates room to manoeuvre. 

Dual flush 
Because you don’t always need a full flush 
Ideal Standard has developed dual flush 
cisterns (below). The flush plate has two 
buttons and sits neatly on the worktop.  
The small button delivers four litres, the large 
button delivers six litres. Four out of five 
times the short flush will be used saving up to 
nine litres of water per flush. 

Made to measure 
Scribing pieces (below) enable the furniture  
to be fitted wall-to-wall, neatly filling the 
available space.

innovation

Award-winning design
Space offers you maximum flexibility, and the Space WC 
is the perfect example. It has a seat that can be fitted in 
three positions – facing forwards, or turned 45 degrees 
to left or right. The angled seat allows the WC to be sited 
closer to a wall without making it too much of a squeeze. 
This simple, intelligent design was placed fifth in the BBC 
Essential Top Fifty product awards and the entire Space 
range was chosen as a Design Council Millennium product.

performance
No more unsightly plumbing
Beneath the base units there is a duct space to contain all 
plumbing. For aesthetic reasons the doors extend below the 
floors of the units. This ingenious solution gives proportions  
that look right while allowing sufficient height to accommodate 
a run of gradually falling soil pipe. Inside, the basin unit has  
a false back to cover the plumbing supplies and waste pipe.

Making elbow room 
In many small bathrooms, 
the basin often overlaps 
the bath and is too 
close to the WC because 
standard-sized products 
just take up too much 
room. The narrow basin 
is slimmer but longer 
than a standard one, so it 
provides the same volume 
as a full-size basin but 
occupies less wall space. 

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Plan measurements are shown in millimetres. Dimensions on plan drawings are given for guidance only and are not to a specific scale.

Small bathroom
In the small family bathroom below, the shorter projection of 
the WC and basin leaves a larger area in the middle of the room 
to turn around and use all the facilities with ease. The basin is 
teamed with a Waterways swivel spout basin mixer so you can 
push the spout to one side if you want to wash your hair. 

Space planning
Space has been designed with your needs in 

mind. It gives you all the options to plan better 

bathrooms and add the extra facilities you need. 

Short-projection products help you make use  

of every available nook and cranny. Whilst in an 

ideal world it makes sense to have a separate 

shower as well as a bath, if you don’t have room, 

the Space offset corner shower bath provides 

the next best thing.

innovation

Room to manoeuvre
The award-winning Space close coupled WC not only has 
a short-projection to provide maximum space, but the 
seat is also angled at 45 degrees so that the WC can be 
positioned closer to the wall and you will avoid burning 
your leg on the towel warmer. 

17
00

1800

Space  
55cm short-projection  
pedestal basin , close 
coupled WC suite and 
150cm shower bath 
(right-handed) with bath 
screen. For more bath 
options see pages 168-
169. Waterways CD basin 
mixer with Tipo handles 
and bath filler; see pages 
204-206 for the complete 
range of Waterways CD 
mixers and taps.

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space
to breathe

Space Family bathroom
The family bathroom is typically squeezed  

into the size of a king-size bed! This means 

there isn’t much room to turn around, never 

mind store anything. But Space products  

can transform an ordinary bathroom into 

something special – including somewhere  

to store all those bits and bobs.  

design

Fully fitted with extra shelf space
The back-to-wall WC suite can be installed against a wall 
or ducting. It can also be fitted to a slim WC unit from the 
Space bathroom furniture range which contains the cistern 
and introduces useful shelf space above it. To allow closer 
proximity to the wall with a 450mm WC unit, the seat is 
angled at 45 degrees.

Space  
55cm semi-countertop short-
projection basin , back-to-wall WC 
suite and 150cm shower bath (left-
handed) with bath screen. For more 
bath options see pages 168-169. 
Space furniture in shaker white 
450mm WC unit, 600mm basin unit, 
750mm bath unit, 450mm wall unit, 
granite worktop, white plinth, see 
pages 169-172 for the complete 
Space furniture range. Ceramix basin 
mixer and bath filler; see pages 
202-203 for the complete range of 
Ceramix mixers and taps.

1710

Old bathroom

Family bathroom
Originally there was no storage in this small family bathroom. 
The bath, basin and WC suite were squeezed in without a thought 
and supply pipes were glaringly visible. In the new design 
(below) the old configuration is kept but the Space products fit 
the space better and ugly plumbing is hidden inside the units. 
Space bathroom furniture provides additional storage and runs 
the full length of the right-hand wall, maximising shelf area. 

18
00

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space
of your own

En-suite
Space corner products let you fit a stylish en-suite shower room 
into a space no bigger than a corner bath. There is room for a 
Space shower room in the majority of master bedrooms. The 
Space corner basin, WC and Joy quadrant shower enclosure and 
tray (right) form three sides of a triangle for a chic, practical 
shower room. The dimensions also allow for fitted wardrobes 
to be built in on either side, so your bedroom becomes truly 
elegant and functional.

Space En-suite
The Space range makes it easy to add the private  

luxury of an en-suite facility in many existing 

bedrooms. Just a little spare space, Space products 

and the corner of your bedroom can become a 

comfortable shower room, so you can avoid the 

morning rush hour in the main bathroom. 

design

Using precious corners
The corner basin is another practical option for making 
use of awkward angles. In this triangular en-suite shower 
room it is combined with the close coupled corner WC 
suite to create a convenient, compact facility. No space is 
wasted which means the shower room will fit neatly into 
the corner of a bedroom. 

Bedroom layout

16
00

1600

Space  
56cm corner pedestal 
basin, corner close 
coupled WC suite. Cone 
basin mixer; see pages 
203-204 for the complete 
range. Cone accessories 
used throughout; see 
page 160 for the complete 
Cone range. 80cm 
quadrant shower tray,  
Joy Quadrant 80cm 
enclosure, Trevi Oposta 
includes shower valve 
and multi-function 
shower kit L6958AA,  
call 0800 590 311 for  
the Ideal Standard 
showers brochure; see 
pages 98-117 for more 
shower enclosures.

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space
to grow

Space Loft conversion
When it feels as if the house is about to burst  

at the seams, you can always think about 

utilising loft space. Maybe your teenager is 

longing for a private lair or you’d like to be  

able to put guests up in comfort. Whatever your 

requirements, it’s an ideal opportunity to add 

an extra bathroom to ease the pressure in other 

parts of the house – so you can extend your 

options as well as your living area. 

design

Creating the illusion of space
Installing a wall mounted WC in a small bathroom will 
create the illusion of space by leaving more of the floor 
and wall visible. It’s also easy to keep clean, making it 
ideal for wet rooms as well as small bathrooms. Like the 
back-to-wall WC, the cistern is concealed behind a wall  
or inside a fitted unit.

Loft conversion
A loft conversion puts the last – and highest – space in  
the house to good use, and the Space range turns it into the 
height of luxury. Headroom may be limited, but a small room 
under a sloping roof (left) can accommodate a shower bath and 
bath screen, a wall mounted WC and a short-projection basin 
without difficulty. The WC is positioned underneath the skylight 
to maximise headroom and the cistern and waste pipes are 
cleverly hidden for a clean modern look. This loft conversion 
contains a double bedroom with an en-suite bathroom. 

Space  
58cm short-projection 
pedestal basin, wall 
mounted WC suite, 
Studio 170cm shower 
bath (right-handed) 
with bath screen. 
Waterways CD swivel 
spout basin mixer with 
Tipo handles; see pages 
204-206 for the complete 
range of Waterways 
CD mixers and taps. 
Cone accessories used 
throughout; see page 160 
for the complete Cone 
range. Trevi Compact 
(CTV) built-in shower 
includes shower valve 
and Elipse multi-function 
shower kit, Trevi 45 twin 
impeller shower pump, 
call 0800 590 311  
for the Ideal Standard 
showers brochure.

18
00

1700

Loft en-suite bathroom

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space  
40cm micro basin and 
wall mounted WC suite, 
Waterways CD basin 
pillar taps with Tipo 
handles; see pages 204-
206 for the complete 
range of Waterways CD 
mixers and taps.

Cone accessories used 
throughout; see page 160 
for the complete range  
of Cone accessories.

1200

Staircase elevation

Cloakroom
The elevation (below) shows how the Space wall mounted WC  
suite can be installed to create a clean and tidy cloakroom where 
the cistern is hidden behind a wall. The double doors of the 
cloakroom open outwards for easy access and cleaning.

78
0

Space Cloakroom
Most families would benefit from a downstairs 

cloakroom for visitors or dealing with kids.  

But sacrificing living space is usually unthinkable 

and an extension may not be an option. By using 

Space products, though, it’s possible to fit a small, 

practical cloakroom under the stairs. Now you  

can open up tucked-away parts of the house that 

only used to be good for games of hide-and-seek.  

Hidden

design

A small but perfectly formed handrinse
When you need to squeeze a cloakroom into the smallest  
of spaces the micro basin is a great solution. Combined 
with a Space WC suite, the short-projection of the micro 
basin allows you to create an extra facility that is so compact 
it can even be tucked away under the stairs. The basin has 
two tap holes and is available with or without its shroud. 

space

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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space
BathingSpace Baths

In a small bathroom every inch of space is vitally 

important. Although a shower is more space  

saving than a bath, it can be less functional when 

it comes to bathing small children or unwinding at 

the end of a hard day. With Space baths you can 

achieve the best of both worlds – a relaxing place 

to bathe and shower without feeling cramped.

design
A solution for all the family
The shower bath combines a roomy showering area with  
a full-size bath to give you the best of both worlds. The bath 
screen folds inwards as well as outwards which makes  
it easier to use the bath when the shower is not in use,  
so children’s bathtime need not be a struggle and a long 
soak is all the more relaxing. The bath is available in a left  
or right-handed version and in two sizes: 170 or 150cm.

When a bath is a necessity 
If your bathroom is too small for a  
full-size bath but you need a bathing 
facility – perhaps for small children –  
a 120cm bath is a good option. Small 
but perfectly formed, it can be combined 
with a shower screen to create a fully 
functional bathroom.

1200

2000

1700

1800innovation

A shower bath for smaller spaces
The Studio shower bath widens out at the foot end 
beneath the shower, so it’s great for bathing and showering 
in comfort. Its shower screen features an innovative 
deflector seal which directs water into the bath and 
prevents it from splashing out. The screen opens inwards 
and outwards for easy access and cleaning.

Making the space you need 
The cleverly curved Studio spacemaker bath has the width of a standard 
bath at the head end – allowing plenty of space for bathing – but is tapered 
towards the foot end to leave room for a basin, WC suite or towel warmer 
beside it. The plan below shows how the bath curves away from the basin 
so that the basin doesn’t overhang the bath and is easier to clean around. 
The spacemaker bath is available in a left or right-handed version.

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space  
55cm semi-countertop basin, back-to-wall  
WC suite, 600mm basin unit, 300mm base  
unit and 600mm wall unit above 600mm  
WC unit in Maple effect. Ceramix basin mixer;  
see pages 202-203 for the complete range.

Space Bathroom furniture
With a unique projection of 21cm, Space 

bathroom units can be fitted in almost any 

bathroom, opening up small spaces to a whole 

new world of high-quality design. Whether you 

are planning a new bathroom or modernising  

an existing one, Space furniture can make  

a real difference: storage problems are solved 

and unsightly plumbing is completely concealed.  

The end result is clean, modern and stylish. 

design

Designed for the slimmest fitted units
This generous semi-countertop short-projection basin 
is designed to fit into the slim 21cm Space bathroom 
furniture range. In this plan it forms part of a fitted 
bathroom which provides shelf space and built-in storage. 
The basin is available with one tap hole in a left or right- 
handed position, or two tap holes.

design

Bath panels  
Bath panels complete the fitted look. Matching front  
and end panels are available in each of our six finishes:  
Maple effect, Gloss White, Shaker Maple effect, Shaker White, 
Oak effect (above) and Walnut effect.

1800

1910

Space  
55cm semi-countertop 
short-projection basin and 
back-to-wall WC suite, 
Studio 170cm Idealform 
shower bath (right-handed) 
with bath screen, 450mm 
WC unit, 600mm basin unit 
and 750mm bath unit.

See p166-172 for the complete Space range
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Space
that works
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design

Space Bathroom furniture
A choice of finishes, handles, units and worktops 

allows you to custom-make the perfect bathroom 

to suit your needs, taste and bathroom space. 

space
Planning your

Styles and finishes
There are six styles and finishes to choose from which can 
be combined with six different worktops to create your 
own individual look for an end result that is clean, modern 
and stylish. Worktops are supplied in a choice of lengths 
(1800, 1200 and 600mm) that can be cut on site to the 
exact size required. 

design

Clever storage
Glass-shelved wall units afford generous storage for 
toiletries and medicines. Doors need to have clearance 
for opening. Do not position wall units above the semi-
countertop basin as there will be insufficient headroom.

Space 
55cm semi-countertop basin and back-to-wall 
WC suite, 600mm basin unit with 300mm base  
unit in Walnut finish; 450mm wall unit above 
600mm WC unit in Walnut effect. Ceramix 
basin mixer; see pages 202-203 for the 
complete range of Ceramix mixers and taps.

Joy alcove pivot shower enclosure; 
Moonshadow base connection shower kit with 
Trevi Ascari shower valve; call 0800 590 311 
for the Ideal Standard showers brochure; see 
pages 98-117 for more shower enclosures.

Right: 40cm micro basin and Studio back-
to-wall WC suite, 450mm wall units above 
300mm single door base unit and 600mm WC 
unit in Gloss White.

See p166-172 for the complete Space range

GI Maple effect 

WG Gloss White

ZT Shaker Maple effect

GA Oak effect 

GA Oak effect RY Walnut effect 

RY Walnut effect 

ZU Shaker Matt White

WD Matt White 

WG Gloss White 

GI Maple effect 

Doors and panels Worktops
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Available in a choice  

of sizes, styles and finishes,  

our bathroom furniture ranges  

are supplied ready-assembled 

for convenience and 

durability. Clean lines and 

practical features combine to 

conceal clutter and plumbing, 

creating a stylish, yet 

functional bathroom.

Ellison Maple p62

Ellison White p64

Kyoto p66

Oslo p68

See p172-177 for the complete Bathroom furniture range
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design

Bathroom furniture 
Style has not been overlooked with this Shaker 

style Maple effect bathroom. Whether in a 

contemporary or classic setting, Ellison Maple 

makes a simple yet aspirational statement. 

Ellison
maple

920 1360

k j l i

e e f b gc

Selection Checklist

For the combination shown left, please  
quote products listed below, adding JF:

k S5163 300mm single wall unit
j S5161 600mm double wall unit
l S5170 600mm mirror wall unit
i S5165  160mm open wall unit
e S5158  160mm base units x 2
c S5150 600mm WC unit
f S5151 600mm double base unit
b S5156 600mm basin unit
g S5159  160mm open base unit

Worktop options (page 173). 
Continuous plinth, corner post,  
and handles (pages 176-177).

For further details on the Revue  
bathroom range and Kingston mixer 
ranges, see pages178-179 and 212.

Handles 
With a choice of ten handles designed to complement all 
door styles, your bathroom can be as individual as you are.

A choice of worktops 
Our bathroom furniture collections can all be 
complemented with a variety of worktop finishes:  
Matt or Gloss White, wood effects; Walnut, Maple or Oak.

JF Ellison Maple

See p172-177 for the complete Bathroom furniture range 62
63
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Bathroom furniture 
The versatile Ellison White range offers plenty  

of storage options to create a clutter-free 

environment. So now you can still have a 

’grown-up’ bathroom to relax in, with enough 

storage space for you and the rest of the family.

Ellison
white

Selection Checklist

For the combination shown left,  
quote products listed below, adding JE:

i S5165 160mm open wall units x 2
l S5170 600mm mirror wall units x 2
g S5159 160mm open base unit x 2 
c S5150 600mm WC unit 
g S5155 300mm open base unit
a S5154 300mm 4 drawer unit 
e S5158 160mm single base unit
b S5156 600mm basin units x 2 

Worktop options (page 173). 
Continuous plinth, corner post, bath 
panels and handles (pages 176-177).

For further details on the Alto bathroom 
range and Ceraplan SL mixers and taps,  
see pages 163-165 and 207.

1060 1820

i l l i

bg g a e bc g

Storage solutions 
All the fitted units in our bathroom furniture collections  
provide essential storage space for the everyday bits  
and bobs that can clutter a bathroom. The result is  
a clean, organised environment in which you and your 
family can start and end the day.

JE Ellison White WD Matt White

See p172-177 for the complete Bathroom furniture range
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design

Bathroom furniture 
A bathroom with cutting-edge 

style and appeal, combining  

a clean white gloss finish with 

sleek yet subtle bevelled edges.

Kyoto

1500 900

lj jhk

fc b a

Selection Checklist

For the combination shown left, quote 
products listed below, adding JD:

j S5161 600mm double wall units x 2
l S5170 600mm mirror wall unit 
k S5163 300mm single wall unit 
h S5160 300mm tall unit
c S5150 600mm WC unit 
b S5156 600mm basin unit
a S5154 300mm 4 drawer unit
f S5151 600mm double base unit

Worktop options (page 173). 
Continuous plinth and handles  
(pages 176-177).

For further details on the Studio bathroom 
range, Ceraplan mixers and taps, see 
pages 161-162 and 207-209. For Joy 
shower enclosures, see pages 98-103. 
For Moonshadow shower kits and Rivage 
shower valves call 0800 590311 for a 
showers brochure.

Utilising small spaces 
Bathroom furniture options can make  
the most of a small bathroom. The tall 
unit (above) provides ample storage 
with two cupboards and two open 
shelves for towels and toiletries.

JD Kyoto

See p172-177 for the complete Bathroom furniture range
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Bathroom furniture 
Transform your bathroom into 

the perfect space to unwind. 

The simplicity of the maple 

furniture provides the ideal 

background against which  

to make either a contemporary 

or a classic design statement.

Oslo

1355

ll

o n m

Selection Checklist

For the combination shown right, quote 
products listed below, adding JC:

l S5170 700mm mirror wall units x 2
o S5169 300mm vanity base unit  
n S5167 755mm vanity unit
m S5168 300mm 4 drawer vanity unit  

Worktop options (page 173). 
Continuous plinth and handles  
(pages 176-177).

For further details on the Alto bathroom 
range and Ceramix mixers and taps 
ranges, see pages 163-165 and 202-203.

Vanity units 
The drawer unit, basin unit and storage unit with door 
are available as vanity units (above) providing a deeper 
projection than the standard units allowing for a countertop 
basin and more valuable storage – perfect for an en-suite.

JC Oslo GI Maple effect

performance

See p172-177 for the complete Bathroom furniture range
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Classic 
Collections

Ideal Standard’s own heritage extends back more than a century. These classic 

designs are the products of experience, coupling period detail with technical 

expertise. So whether you have a traditional home or a modern apartment,  

this classic collection will help add style and opulence.

72 Plaza 76 Revue 80 Reflections

70
71
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Plaza  
58cm pedestal basins, 170 x 70cm Idealform 
bath; see page 184 for more classic baths. 
Plaza fittings used throughout; see page 212 
for the complete Plaza mixers and taps range.

With its crisp, angular detailing, 

Plaza evokes all the style and 

elegance of the new modernism  

of the 1930s. Designed by Dave 

Tilbury of Studio Levien, Plaza  

is flexible enough to be used in 

traditional or modern settings.

Pl
az

a

See p177-178 for the complete Plaza range
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Plaza  
58cm pedestal basins and Plaza 
basin pillar taps.

Left: Close coupled WC suite, floor 
standing bidet. Plaza bidet mixer; 
see page 212 for the complete Plaza 
mixers and taps range. 

Art Deco 
styling

Plaza
Inspired by Art Deco, styled for modern 

living. The clean cut semi-octagonal lines 

and mouldings of the basin are echoed  

in the bath, bidet and WC suite, and are 

complemented by the coordinating range 

of taps and mixers.

Design by Dave Tilburydesign
The ultimate in indulgence
The distinctively crisp semi-octagonal shape, is drawn  
from the great age of bathroom luxury, when classical 
design influences combined with modern engineering  
for the first time.

See p177-178 for the complete Plaza range
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Revue  
60cm pedestal basin, Traditional close coupled 
WC suite. Roll top 170 x 80cm Idealcast bath; 
see pages 181-184 for more baths. Kingston 
mixer fittings used throughout; see page 212 for 
the complete Kingston mixers and taps range.

Designed by Dave Tilbury of Studio 

Levien, the generous proportions 

and elegant lines of Revue are 

based on traditional forms, with 

simple understated mouldings that 

make it perfect for bathrooms with 

character and style. 

Re
vu

e

See p178-179 for the complete Revue range
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Revue 
Traditional 50cm countertop basin.

Left: 45cm cloakroom pedestal basin and 
close coupled WC suite; Kingston fittings used 
throughout; see page 212 for the complete 
Kingston mixers and taps range.

Revue
Revue combines the best of the old and the 

new. The traditional upstands on the cistern 

and the basin lend old world charm to its 

generously curved lines which fit easily into  

any contemporary setting.

Design by Dave Tilbury

See p178-179 for the complete Revue range
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Designed by Dave Tilbury of 

Studio Levien, Reflections looks 

back to the turn of the century 

with its decorative detailing. 

Today’s interpretation is more 

restrained, making it suited to 

today’s homes and lifestyles.

Re
fle

ct
io
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Reflections  
60cm pedestal basin. Traditional close coupled 
WC suite. Harrow 170 x 70cm Idealform Plus+ 
bath; see pages 181-185 for more baths. 
Kingston fittings used throughout; see page 212 
for the complete Kingston mixers and taps range.

See p179-181 for the complete Reflections range
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Reflections  
56cm semi-countertop basin. Traditional back-
to-wall WC suite. Harrow 170 x 70cm Idealform 
Plus+ bath; see pages 181-185 for more baths. 

Left: 60cm pedestal basin. Kingston fittings 
used throughout; see page 212 for the 
complete Kingston mixers and taps range.

Reflections
The Reflections basin, with its serpentine 

front and moulded upstand and the bidet 

with its hour glass shape, evoke an age 

of Edwardian elegance. 

Design by Dave Tilbury

elegance 
Edwardian

See p179-181 for the complete Reflections range
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Baths

What could be more relaxing than sinking into a deep, steamy bath at the end  

of the day? Many Ideal Standard suites include a bath option, but also available  

is a collection of individual sizes, shapes and styles to meet your needs. 

All baths are designed and made to the highest standards with our 25-year guarantee 

for total peace of mind. Our powerful whirlpool systems complete the collection, 

adding an element of luxury and invigoration to your bathroom experience.  

86 Modern baths 92 Whirlpools 94 Classic baths90 First baths
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Lido 
Lido Arc Idealform Plus+ double-ended bath, 
with matching bath panel.

Left: Lido Idealform Plus+ 140cm corner bath, 
with matching bath panel.

Modern baths Idealform and Idealform Plus+ 
Idealform baths are moulded from a high-quality acrylic sheet which is warm to the touch and 

provides exceptional insulation. Idealform Plus+ baths incorporate all the benefits of Idealform  

and more. Multiple layers combine to create exceptional strength and rigidity, resistant to creaking 

and movement. Luxuriously glossy and smooth to the touch, the surface is also wonderfully easy  

to clean and resistant to wear and tear. Each bath comes with our 25-year guarantee.

  Idealform Plus+ baths
 Lido Arc bath 
(Right) Idealform Plus+ 
double ended bath, 170 
x 80cm, with optional 
matching bath panels
 Lido Corner bath 
(Left) Idealform Plus+ 
Corner bath, 140 x 140cm, 
with optional matching 
bath panel
Lido 180 bath  
Idealform Plus+ bath,  
180 x 80cm, with optional 
matching bath panels
Lexington 180 bath 
Idealform Plus+ bath, 
double-ended 180 x 80cm, 
with optional matching 
bath panels
Admiral bath 
Idealform Plus+ bath,  
167 x 69cm, with optional 
matching bath panels  
and hand grips
Marina 170 bath  
Idealform Plus+ bath,  
170 x 70cm, with optional 
matching bath panels  
and hand grips
Marina 180 bath 
Idealform Plus+ bath,  
180 x 70cm, with optional 
matching bath panels  
and hand grips

Other Idealform 
Plus+ baths available
Harrow 150 bath  
See page 184
 Harrow 170 bath  
See page 184
 Space 150 Shower bath  
See page 168
Space 170 Shower bath  
See page 168

See p181-183 for the complete Modern baths range

Idealform baths
Linda 180 bath 
Idealform bath,  
180 x 80cm, with 
optional matching 
Uniline bath panels 

Other Idealform 
baths available
Alto 170  
Shower bath 
See page 164
Alto 170 bath  
See page 165
Alto Double-ended 
bath  
See page 165
Studio 170 bath  
See page 162
Studio Spacemaker 
bath  
See page 169
Studio Shower bath 
See page 169
Space 120 bath  
See page 168
Space 150  
Shower bath 
See page 168
Space 170  
Shower bath 
See page 168
Plaza 170 bath  
See page 178
Ascot 170 bath  
See page 184
First 150 bath  
See page 183
First 160 bath  
See page 183
First 170 bath  
See page 183
First 180 bath  
See page 183

Modern baths
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Modern baths Idealcast  
The strength of cast iron with half the weight – Idealcast  

is a composite of resins and minerals, which is cast onto  

the reverse of a vacuum-formed acrylic shell. This creates  

a very rigid product, comparable with the solid feel most 

people associate with cast iron. Each bath comes with  

our 25-year guarantee.

Idealcast baths

Caspian 70 bath 
Idealcast bath (right),  
170 x 70cm, with optional 
matching Uniline bath panels.

 Caspian 80 bath 
Idealcast bath, 170 x 80cm, 
with optional matching 
Uniline bath panels.

Other Idealcast  
baths available

Roll top bath 
See page 184

See p181-183 for the complete Modern baths range
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First is our ingenious new collection of baths that 

have a lower step-in height (only 48cm) designed 

to be easily accessible for everyone, particularly 

children and the elderly, whilst utilising the same 

amount of water for your ultimate comfort. First 

features the Ideal Waste System, a low waste outlet 

that reduces the space underneath the bath.

innovation

design

First baths
1 2

Overflow level Overflow level

Water level Water level

Designed for ease of use 
Concealed by an ergonomic flat cover, the waste  
is operated by a control conveniently positioned  
on the rim of the bath.

Hidden overflow system 
The Ideal Waste System is a state-of-the-art plumbing system 
that features a special low waste outlet to reduce the space 
underneath the bath. The height of the bath is lower, but the 
water depth remains the same.

How it works
The patented system is based on the scientific principle  
of equal water levels in communicating vessels.  
The combined hidden overflow, waste and plug system  
is controlled by a simple open/close control on the edge 
of the bath. Instead of a traditional overflow hole, hidden 
behind the bath is a twin pipe overflow that is connected 
direct to the waste. When you fill the bath with water 
one side of the overflow pipe fills – exactly to the same 
level as the bath (See fig. 1). If you overfill the bath  
the water in one side of the overflow pipe will fill up and 
discharge over the bend and down the other side of the 
overflow pipe, directly into the waste system (See fig. 2).

See p183 for more First baths
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Whirlpools

Our whirlpool baths have been designed with powerful jets  

of warm water that soothe and caress tired muscles and joints, 

restoring the body through gentle massage. Each whirlpool 

system – Twin Plus or Basic has a different style of jet with its 

own distinctive features, providing an invigorating experience. 

A separate Whirlpools Collection brochure is available,  

call 0800 590 311 for a free copy.

Basic whirlpool system 
Our Basic system offers a touch of luxury that 
everybody can afford. Easy to use, thanks to its 
digital starter and level sensor, its jets have 
adjustable volume and direction. The perfect 
partner to our Velox bath, it is an ideal 
introduction to a new way of bathing.

innovation
Twin Plus  
Twin Plus uses minimalist aesthetics with a 
whole host of innovative features including 
multiple whirlpool jets that release streams 
of high pressure water for an invigorating 
experience. They have been purposely 
designed with a flat and smooth surface 
for extra comfort and easy cleaning.  
Alto Bath shown left.

See p183-184 for the complete whirlpool range
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Classic baths

Ideal Standard offers a range of traditional baths in Idealform, Idealform Plus+ 

and Idealcast. Whether creating a freestanding-look bathroom with an Idealcast 

roll top bath, or a more built-in look, there are designs and sizes to suit.

Each bath comes with our 25-year guarantee.

Classic baths

Roll top bath  
(Far left) 170 x 80cm  
Idealcast bath.

Ascot 170 bath 
170 x 75cm  
Idealform bath 
with optional handgrips.

Harrow 170 bath 
(Left) 170 x 70cm 
Idealform Plus+ bath   
with optional handgrips.

 Harrow 150 bath  
150 x 70cm  
Idealform Plus+ bath 
with optional handgrips.

Other Classic 
baths available

Plaza 170 bath  
See page 178

Kingston fittings used 
throughout; see page 212  
for the complete range of 
Kingston mixers and taps.

design

Roll top baths
 An Idealcast roll top bath will be delivered  
with an external matt finish for you to decorate 
to complement your bathroom design scheme. 

See p184-185 for the complete Classic baths range
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Showers

Our shower enclosures and trays are available in a wide range of styles and sizes to 

complement any bathroom layout. New ideas and thoughtful features run right across 

the range and all our enclosures combine innovative design with contemporary styling.

98 Joy 104 Connect 118 Shower fittings116 Idealite shower trays110 Tipica
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Joy Alcove enclosure 
Left: Joy Alcove Pivot Shown here with the 
Trevi Outline valve and Trevi Outline shower kit. 
Available sizes: 700, 750, 800, 850 and 900mm.  
Also available Joy Large Alcove Pivot  
(not shown). Available size: 1200mm.

Top: Joy Large Alcove Slider Shown here 
with the Trevi CTV valve and Elipse shower kit. 
Available sizes: 1000, 1100, 1150 and 1200mm.

Above: Joy Alcove Infold Shown here with the 
Trevi Outline valve and Trevi Outline shower kit. 
Available sizes: 700, 750, 800, 850 and 900mm. 
Also available Joy Large Alcove Infold  
(not shown). Available size: 1200mm.

Joy’s clean styling features high- 

quality frameless doors, 6mm glass 

and sleek, silver finish frames. The 

uncompromising engineering is 

reflected in the 10 year guarantee 

for the enclosure. Available with 

pivot, sliding and space saving 

folding doors the Joy range offers 

a range of styles and sizes to 

complement your bathroom.

Jo
y

Jo
y

See p185-190 for the complete Joy range 98
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Joy Corner enclosures 
Beautifully constructed Joy combines a glorious  

showering experience with no-nonsense practicality.  

Joy Corner shower enclosures are available with pivot, 

sliding and space saving folding doors.

design

Easy installation 
With up to 50mm adjustment for out of plumb  
walls, Joy is designed to be a pleasure to install.

Joy Corner enclosure 
Right: Joy Corner Entry Shown here with the 
Trevi CTV valve and Trevi Elipse shower kit. 
Available sizes: 800, 850 and 900. 

Left: Joy Corner Infold Shown here with the 
Trevi Outline valve and Trevi Outline shower 
kit.  The Joy Infold door opens inwards to give 
easy access where space is limited. Available 
sizes: 700, 750, 800, 850 and 900mm.
 
Above: Joy Corner Pivot Shown here with the 
Trevi Outline valve and Trevi Outline shower kit. 
Available sizes: 700, 750, 800, 850 and 900mm.

See p185-190 for the complete Joy range
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Joy Quadrant  
enclosure
Featuring curved sliding doors, the 

Joy Quadrant offers a contemporary 

and distinctive option for creating  

a spacious showering area.

Joy Pentagon enclosure 
The Joy pentagon fits comfortably into the corner of the 

smallest bathroom. This clever design will maximise your 

showering experience.

Joy Quadrant enclosure 
Above: Shown here with the Trevi Outline valve and Trevi 
Outline shower kit. Available sizes: 800 and 900mm. 

Joy Pentagon enclosure 
Far left: Joy Pentagon Pivot Shown here with the Trevi 
TT Rivage valve and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit. 
Available sizes: 800 and 900mm. 

Left: Joy Pentagon Infold Shown here with the Trevi TT 
Rivage valve and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit. The 
Joy Infold door opens inwards to give easy access where 
space is limited. Available sizes: 800 and 900mm.

See p185-190 for the complete Joy range
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The Connect range makes it easy to find 

the right shower enclosure for you – they’re 

all cleverly designed to be easy to install and 

fit into the tightest of spots. All enclosures 

are unbeatable on quality too – they’re 

designed for living, featuring 4mm glass 

and having each been tested to a minimum 

of 20,000 uses – meaning that these good 

looks are engineered to last.
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See p190-195 for the complete Connect range

Choose
                         your style

C
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Connect Quadrant enclosure 
Easy installation is the watchword of the 
Connect range, even the Quadrant’s curved 
doors can be adjusted after installation for 
an optimum fit. Shown here with Trevi TT 
Ascari valve and Moonshadow fixed 
overhead shower kit. Available sizes:  
800 x 800 and 900 x 900mm.
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Connect  
Corner enclosure
It’s always nice to have options.  

Connect is a flexible range which is 

designed to fit any space between 700 

and 1200mm in length. With a choice 

of pivot, slider, infold or quadrant  

doors, Connect gives total flexibility  

to suit any installation. Perfecting a 

beautiful bathroom couldn’t be easier  

as Connect is available in satin silver  

or gloss white frame finish complete 

with either clear or modesty safety  

glass for extra peace of mind.

Connect Corner enclosure 
Left: Connect Corner Infold Shown here with Trevi 
TT Ascari valve and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit. 
Available sizes: 700, 760, 800, 850 and 900mm.

Top right: Connect Corner Pivot Shown here with the 
Trevi TT Ascari valve and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower 
kit. Available sizes: 700, 760, 800, 850 and 900mm.
 
Right: Connect Corner Slider Shown here with the  
Trevi TT Ascari valve and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit.   
Easy access makes the Connect Slider a pleasure to use, 
and it’s available in larger sizes for an even more luxurious 
experience. Available sizes: 1000 and 1200mm.

Also available Connect Corner Entry (not shown). 
Available sizes: 800, 850, 900, 1000 and 1200mm.

See p190-195 for the complete Connect range
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innovation

Finishing touches 
Coordinating top caps and seals, along with concealed 
screws and fixings make for a smart finished look.

Connect Alcove enclosure 
It’s not just the look and feel of a shower enclosure 

that is important – the design has to be well thought 

out too. Connect makes installation easy with up 

50mm of adjustment for out of true walls.

Connect Alcove enclosure 
Left: Connect Alcove Slider Shown here with 
Trevi TT Ascari valve and Mooshadow BC shower 
kit. Available sizes: 1000 and 1200mm. 

Above: Connect Alcove Infold Shown here with 
the Trevi CTV valve and Trevi Elipse shower kit. 
The Tipica Infold door opens inwards to give easy 
access where space is limited.  Available sizes: 
700, 760, 800, 850 and 900mm. 
 
Above right: Connect Alcove Pivot Shown here 
with the Trevi Link valve and Trevi Ellipse shower 
kit. Available sizes: 700, 760, 800, 850 and 900mm. 

See p190-195 for the complete Connect range
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Affordability is the keyword  

of the Tipica range, which makes 

it easy to combine economy with 

style and, of course, the quality 

and durability of all Ideal Standard 

products. Our different designs and 

door options make for easy access, 

whatever the bathroom layout.
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See p195-197 for the complete Tipica range

Affordable
                                     design

Tipica Quadrant enclosure 
Shown here with the Trevi TT Ascari valve  
and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit.
Available sizes: 800 x 800 and 900 x 900mm.
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Tipica  
Corner enclosure
Available in pivot, sliding, 

infold or quadrant doors in 

a range of key sizes, Tipica 

maximises the available space 

in your bathroom, without 

compromising style.

Tipica Corner enclosure 
Top left: Tipica Corner Infold Shown here 
with the Trevi CTV valve and Trevi Elipse 
shower kit. The Tipica Infold door opens 
inwards to give easy access where space is 
limited.  Available sizes: 750, 800 and 900mm. 

Left: Tipica Corner Entry Shown here with 
the Trevi CTV valve and Trevi Elipse shower kit. 
Available sizes: 800 and 900mm. 
 
Right: Tipica Corner Slider Shown here with 
the Trevi TT Ascari valve and Trevi Moonshadow 
BC shower kit.  Available size: 1200mm.

Also available: Tipica Corner Pivot 
Available sizes: 750, 800 and 900mm. 
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See p195-197 for the complete Tipica range
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Tipica Alcove enclosures
With simple good looks, ease of access and 

installation, style and quality does not have to 

come at a premium. The Tipica range is designed 

for real life – all our enclosures meet or exceed  

all relevant UK and European standards.

Tipica Alcove enclosure 
Left: Tipica Alcove Infold Shown here with 
the Trevi Link valve and Trevi Elipse shower kit. 
The Tipica Infold door opens inwards to give 
easy access where space is limited. Available 
sizes: 750, 800 and 900mm. 

Top: Tipica Alcove Pivot Shown here with 
the Trevi CTV valve and Trevi Elipse shower kit.  
Available sizes: 750, 800 and 900mm. 
 
Right: Tipica Alcove Slider Shown here with 
the Trevi TT Ascari valve and Trevi Moonshadow 
BC shower kit.  Available size: 1200mm.

See p195-197 for the complete Tipica range

performance

Peace of mind 
Designed with easy installation in mind, the doors  
of our pivot, slider, quadrant and corner entry 
enclosures can all be adjusted after installation.
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Riser tray kit
Idealite shower trays can be fitted with 

risers when pipework is above floor level. 

Once in position the tray is easily levelled 

by adjusting the height of each leg.

Idealite low profile

shower trays
These slim, lightweight trays with a height of just 45mm 

complement Ideal Standard shower enclosures. Every tray  

comes complete with a 90mm waste and for complete flexibility  

of installation, there are tray options with integral upstands  

to allow for tiling to the surface of the tray. 

a  Rectangular Idealite tray
b  Square Idealite tray
c  Quadrant Idealite tray
d   Offset Quadrant Idealite tray
e  Pentagon Idealite tray

Trays are available in a range of sizes, 
with and without upstands. Please see 
pages 198-199 for full details.

a b c

d e

innovation

Light and easy
Idealite low profile shower trays are substantially lighter than 
conventional shower trays. With a height of just 45mm, they are  
strong and durable with contemporary good looks.

design

Integral upstands
The range includes shower trays with integral 
upstands. The upstand is designed to be tiled 
over and allows for tiling down to the shower 
tray surface (see above). Where an upstand 
is not required around the whole tray, a roll 
of flexible adhesive upstand is available to 
purchase which can be cut to size as required.

See p198-199 for more information
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Our showers’ superior technology is focused on the welfare of your family and the 

environment, with features such as thermostatic control, cool-body construction and water 

saving devices. Ideal Standard offers a five-year guarantee on an extensive collection of 

shower valves, shower kits and accessories and with Trevi technology you get total reliability 

and quality for a great shower, every time. For more information, please call 0800 590 311 

for an Ideal Standard Showers brochure. 

Complete
shower experience

Alto Ecotherm 
Alto Ecotherm is as simple to install as it is to 
operate and looks great on any bathroom wall. 
With its built-in safety controls and Cool Body 
technology, it’s ideal for families. Shown here, 
Alto Ecotherm exposed shower valve, fast fix 
wall bracket and three-function shower kit.
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Twin Sealing system 
The built-in TT Active mixer (above) is simple and easy  
to install. A water proof foam seal within the faceplate 
sealing gasket compresses to form a flexible seal over  
uneven surfaces. The second seal fits into the tiling trim 
surrounding the valve in the wall providing an additional  
seal against water penetration – the perfect choice for 
uneven surfaces such as handcrafted tiles or mosaics.

performance

TT Active 
The beautifully clean and contemporary  
lines of the TT Shower Collection mirror the 
meticulous technology at the heart of their 
design. The temperature handle delivers 
precise thermostatic control, for total safety.

innovation
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Mixers and Taps

136  Waterways CD 138 Ceraplan SL

126 Active124 Academy 130 Tratto

140 Ceraplan Duo 142 Alto140 Ceraplan Disc 144 Plaza

136 Waterways134 Cone

Mixer and tap fittings are an important element in bathroom design. This collection gives you a wide 

choice in fittings, ranging from contemporary to traditional Victorian styles and a comprehensive choice 

of finishes. Ideal Standard has used top designers from all over the world to design each collection with 

individuality and creativity. This attention to design married with technological innovation ensures that 

Ideal Standard taps and mixers add the finishing touch to any bathroom.

146 Kingston

132 Ceramix
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solutions
Water saving and safety 1  CLICK technology

The single lever basin mixer and bidet mixer 
incorporate a CLICK feature that encourages 
water saving – the user lifts the handle until 
they feel a slight resistance. This resistance 
informs the user that the fitting is delivering 
only 50% of its maximum flow potential. 
Lifting the handle further enables the fitting 
to deliver maximum flow. CLICK technology 
is available on Ceramix and Ceraplan. 

2  Ceramic Disc technology 
The multi-port cartridge brings a unique 
feature for easy temperature control. A single 
lever controls the pressure and temperature 
within a unique comfort zone, between 
30-45°C. This gives more sensitive control and 
provides smooth effortless handle operation 
even at high pressures. See fig.1-4 near left.

3  Thermostatic control 
The Cool Body innovation ensures the fitting 
remains safe to touch, whilst thermostatic 
control ensures that water temperature  
is maintained for total comfort and safety. 
This means you and your children are safe 
regardless of any changes in water usage 
elsewhere in the home. Available on Active.

4  Temperature limit stop  
The Temperature Limit Stop can be pre-set  
in any of four positions to provide extra 
safety. The safety stop feature on all single 
lever models limits the mixer delivering 
water in a fully opened hot position. 

5  Idealfill 
A new concept in bath filling, Idealfill fittings 
may be mounted on or around the bath  
or on the wall, independently of the filler, 
without the need for a conventional spout. 
The water comes from the combined filler and 
overflow. This enables you to turn the water 
on and off from a convenient place without 
having to stretch around a shower screen  
or alcove. Idealfill is a low pressure product 
and will work with the majority of domestic 
systems delivering 23 litres of water per 
minute – faster than any other bath filling 
system. Currently available in Cone.

6  TopFix installation 
The Academy, Ceramix, Ceraplan SL, Disc and 
Duo and Active mixer ranges incorporate this 
new system which has an innovative patented 
feature, enabling the mixer to be fitted from 
above the basin. This avoids the difficulty of 
tightening the fitting in the awkward space 
beneath the basin, simplifying and speeding up 
the installation time. The matching bidet mixer 
is also available with the easy fit system.

Brass fittings 
Cast brass body fully compliant  
with European standards.

Easy maintenance  
Removable outlet nozzle for easy  
maintenance or upgrade.

* Applies to basin and bidet mixer ONLY.   **Applies to single lever basin mixer ONLY.   ***Applies to thermostats ONLY.  ****Applies to basin mixer only

1 CLICK technology

4 Temperature limit stop

2 Ceramic Disc technology

6 TopFix installation5 Idealfill

3 Thermostatic control

 
Fig. 1 Full arc of lever

 
Fig. 2 Comfort zone

 
Fig. 3 Hot

 
Fig. 4 Cold

Ideal Standard leads the way through technological innovation to ensure fittings are easy to install and 

maintain, even in hard water or low pressure areas. Many of the great engineering advances in tap 

manufacture were originated by Ideal Standard. These include Ceramic Disc technology, which controls 

water flow and temperature with impeccable precision, single lever operations which offer smooth, 

temperature-controlled water, dual controls for mixer bodies, and quarter turn operations for taps.
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Mixers and taps 
The following chart gives an overview  
of our complete range of mixers and 
taps including all water saving, time 
saving and safety features.

Features

Ceramic Disc technology – CLICK* • • • • • •

Ceramic Disc technology – Multi-port • • • • •

Ceramic Disc technology – Quarter turn • • •

Temperature Limit Stop** • • • • • • •

Cool Body technology*** •

TopFix installation* • • • • • •

Flow regulator (5 litre per minute) and standard 
flow straightener****

• • • • • • • • • • • •

Models available

Basin pillar taps • • • • • • • • • • •

Basin mixer with pop-up waste • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Basin mixer without waste • • • • • •

Bidet mixer • • • • • • • • • • • •

Bath pillar taps • • • • • • • • • • •

Bath filler, one tap hole • • • • • • • • •

Bath filler, two tap holes • • • • • • • • • • •

Bath filler thermostatic, rim mounted, two tap holes •

Bath/shower mixer, one tap hole • • • • • • • •

Bath/shower mixer, two tap holes • • • • • • • • • • • •

Bath/shower thermostatic, rim mounted, two tap holes • • •

Bath/shower mixer manual, wall mounted • •

Shower mixer manual, wall mounted • •

Shower mixer built-in manual •

Shower mixer thermostatic, wall mounted • • •

Shower face plate and TT, built-in • •

Shower mixer built-in with diverter •

Idealfill and side valves •

Kitchen mixers • •
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Academy  
Basin mixer with pop-up waste. 

Below right: Two tap hole bath filler. Academy
Designed by Seymour Powell, Academy is inspired 

by powerful architectural forms. The distinctive 

cone handle is integrated into the whole, making 

the spout the visual focus. The design of Academy 

is an exercise in controlling both surface and line 

to create geometrically constructed forms with 

natural flowing lines. Academy uses Ceramic  

Disc technology – a ‘no drips’ guarantee and  

the quarter turn ‘thumb action’ handles are easy  

to use to deliver accurate water temperature 

and flow control.

See p200 for the complete Academy range
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Active  
Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste.

Bottom left: Dual control thermostatic bath filler.

Active
Designed by ARTEFAKT, Active offers a wide  

choice of innovative fittings that combine a 

distinctive design and high performance features 

to guarantee quality, comfort and ease of use.

Sleek straight lines are complemented by soft 

gentle contours to create a contemporary look. 

Multi-port cartridge technology, the TopFix system 

and a host of other features ensure that all Active 

fittings provide consistent water pressure and 

are easy to install. The Cool Body feature on 

thermostatic fittings provides safe use, especially 

to vulnerable users. 

Design by ARTEFAKT

design
Award-winning 
Ideal Standard received the Product Design Award 2007 for 
Active, designed by ARTEFAKT. Achim Pohl and Thomas Fiegl 
founded ARTEFAKT industriekultur in 1989. In collaboration 
with the international industry the 10 man design team 
develops product lines based on a philosophy of simplicity, 
sensuality and constancy. This has been the basis for the 
success of their multiple awarded product developments.

See p200-201 for the complete Active range A
ct
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Active  
Dual control thermostatic bath/shower mixer.

Bottom Right: TT Exposed thermostatic shower 
valve with Elipse shower kit, see page 118-119 
for more information on shower fittings.

Bottom far right: Single lever bath/shower mixer.

innovation

No cold shocks, no scalding surprises. With 

Active’s thermostatic valves ready and waiting 

to deliver your shower consistently at just the 

right temperature, you can start to unwind before 

you’ve even turned on the tap. Our attention to 

technical innovation means your daily pampering  

is nothing short of pure luxury. 

Design by ARTEFAKT

Active

Cool Body technology 
The exposed thermostatic valve uses Cool Body technology 
to ensure the fitting remains safe to touch, giving you 
added peace of mind.

See p200-201 for the complete Active range
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Tratto
The single lever mixer is a practical, elegant  

design that does away with the clutter  

of separate taps. Streamlined and compact,  

Tratto incorporates Ideal Standard Ceramic Disc 

technology at an affordable price.

performance

Ceramic Disc technology 
The multi-port cartridge brings a unique feature for easy 
temperature control. A single lever controls the pressure and 
temperature within a unique comfort zone, between 30-45°C. 
This gives more sensitive control and provides smooth effortless 
handle operation even at high pressures. See fig.1-4 page122.

See p201-202 for the complete Tratto range
Tratto 
Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste. 

Left: Single lever bath/shower mixer.

Tr
at

to
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Ceramix is a completely new range of bathroom 

fittings, beautifully styled and detailed, and 

incorporating innovative features. The single lever 

basin mixer and bidet mixer incorporate CLICK 

technology that encourages water saving. Lifting the 

handle further enables the fitting to deliver maximum 

flow. All fittings work at low and high pressure except 

wall mounted fittings which are high pressure only.

Ceramix

See p202-203 for the complete Ceramix range

Ceramix  
Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste.
Above left: Two tap hole bath filler.
Left: The Ceramix built-in single lever manual 
shower valve is designed to coordinate with  
a range of highly efficient bathroom fittings.

C
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Cone  
Left: Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste. 
Top: Two tap hole bath filler.
Above: TT Cone valve with Outline shower kit, see pages 
118-119 for more information on shower fittings.innovation

Idealfill 
A new concept in bath filling, Idealfill fittings (above) may be 
mounted on or around the bath or on the wall, independently 
of the filler, without the need for a conventional spout. The 
water comes from the combined filler and overflow. This 
enables you to turn the water on and off from a convenient 
place without having to stretch around a shower screen or 
alcove. Idealfill is a low pressure product and will work with 
the majority of domestic systems delivering 23 litres of water 
per minute – faster than any other bath filling system. 

A range of contemporary minimalist taps, mixers and accessories 

designed by Robin Levien, Royal Designer for Industry. Ceramic discs 

are used throughout and the single lever bath filler uses the new 

smaller multi-port cartridge which allows a slimmer profile yet still 

gives a rapid bath fill.

See p203-204 for the complete Cone range

Cone
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Waterways 
Waterways (left) is a sleek modern range of 

contemporary mixers and taps with multiple tap handle 

options including Crystal, Quattro and Studio, offering 

flexibility in bathroom design. 

Waterways CD 
The flowing Waterways design with its Ceramic Disc 

(CD) technology offers unsurpassed choice in bathroom 

co-ordination. The Ceramic Disc cartridge mechanism 

turns the water from the ‘off’ position to fully ‘on’ in 

an ultra smooth quarter turn. 

design
Choice of handles 
Ergonomic and compact, Waterways CD has an 
outstanding range of tap handle options including  
Crystal, Quattro, Studio, Aero, Tipo and Axis. 

See p204-206 for the complete Waterways and Waterways CD ranges

Waterways

Waterways 
Bath/shower mixer with Quattro handles and 
top mounted hose, shown on Studio 170 x 
70cm Idealform bath.

Waterways CD 
Right: Basin mixer with Axis handles, shown 
on Studio 56cm pedestal basin; see pages 161-
162 for the complete Studio bathroom range.
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Ceraplan SL
CLICK technology 
The single lever basin mixer (below) and bidet mixer 
incorporate a CLICK feature that encourages water saving 
– the user lifts the handle until they feel a slight resistance.  
This resistance informs the user that the fitting is delivering 
only 50% of its maximum flow potential. Lifting the handle 
further enables the fitting to deliver maximum flow. 

See p207 for the complete Ceraplan SL range

The Ceraplan SL collection is an innovative, 

beautifully styled range of precision-engineered 

mixer fittings that is versatile enough to 

complement many of our porcelain ranges.  

For the environmentally conscious, the CLICK 

cartridge in single lever basin and bidet fittings 

(see page 122) encourages water saving by 

providing a helpful reference point when using 

50% of the water flow. Our temperature 

control technology ensures safe hot water  

and the patented multi-port cartridge inside 

our bath and shower fittings will guarantee you 

a drip-free bath or shower. With its sleek, 

modern design, hidden technology and discreet 

method of fixing, the Ceraplan range is an 

ideal choice for any bathroom.

C
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Ceraplan SL
Above: Basin pillar taps.
Left: Exposed manual shower mixer.
Right: Single lever basin mixer  
with pop-up waste. 

innovation
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See p207-209 for the complete Ceraplan range
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Ceraplan

Ceraplan Disc 
Left: Dual control bath/shower mixer.

Ceraplan Duo 
Above: Dual control basin mixer with pop-up waste.
Right: Dual control bath filler, two tap holes. design

Duo handles 
The distinctive conical handles shown above 
left on the dual control basin mixer and above 
on the dual control two tap hole bath filler, are 
integrated vertically and horizontally to create 
soft, smooth shapes and natural flowing lines.

innovation

TopFix – simple installation  
Enables the mixer to be fitted from above the basin. This avoids the 
difficulty of tightening the fitting in the awkward space beneath the 
basin, simplifying and speeding up the installation time.

Ceraplan Disc 
Elegant styling and sleek design are combined across 

a range of eight contemporary fittings. Ceramic Disc 

technology controls water flow with impeccable 

precision for a long lasting drip free operation.

Ceraplan Duo 
These fittings combine the superb design 

characteristics of Ceraplan with delicately 

sculpted conical handles to create a set of 

highly tactile fittings that deliver accurate 

water temperature and flow control. 

Dual control compression valves control 

the water flow offering the optimum 

performance for low pressure installations.
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Alto 
Dual control basin mixer with pop-up waste.

Left: Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste.
Bottom left: Alto Ecotherm exposed shower 
mixer, bracket and three-function shower kit.

Alto
The range features basin fittings that deliver 

accurate water temperature and flow control  

and for the environmentally conscious, the single 

lever basin mixer features Ideal Standards water 

saving CLICK technology.

If you’re looking for a stylish, easy to use shower 

that’s built to last, Alto Ecotherm is in a class 

of its own. The wall mounted shower valve and 

bath shower mixer feature the innovative and 

unique fixing bracket, ensuring a guaranteed 

quality installation. Their built-in safety controls 

and cool body make them safe for all the family. 

The ideal choice for a bathroom on a budget.

innovation
The fast fix bracket
Some wall fixing brackets fit inside the wall so require internal 
access during their installation. And if their valve is to be 
mounted on a solid wall then more channelling out is required 
for the bracket, along with extensive making good. The Alto 
Ecotherm attaches to the outside of the wall, offering a number 
of advantages such as no requirement for internal access, a 
stronger more robust fixing and easier fixes should leaks occur.

See p210-211 for the complete Alto range

A
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The angular grace of Plaza evokes the glamour of the Jazz Age and the range 

complements Ideal Standard’s Art Deco-inspired Plaza porcelain suite. Plaza  

is the perfect choice for those seeking an Art Deco look for a period house,  

yet its clean lines will also complement contemporary interiors. With individual 

pillar taps (below), mixers and the sought-after ‘telephone’ shower head cradle.

Plaza

See p212 for the complete Plaza range

Plaza 
Bath/shower mixer.

Right: Basin pillar taps.

Pl
az
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Kingston
The Victorian elegance of the Kingston range, 

with its softly rounded styling, makes it an ideal 

choice for classical bathrooms. Fittings include 

the popular ‘telephone’ shower cradle (shown) 

and a choice of individual crosshead pillar taps  

or a mixer body. Available in chromium plated 

and light gold plated finishes.

See p212 for the complete Kingston range

Kingston 
Bath/shower mixer.

Left: Basin mixer.
Below left: Basin pillar taps.
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Concept: Cube 50cm short-projection  
semi-countertop basin

E7933 One tap hole, left-handed 
E7934 One tap hole, right-handed 
E7937 Two tap holes

Use with Concept slimline semi-countertop 
basin units: 500 x 210mm and 600 x 210mm.

Concept: Sphere 55cm Basin

E7862 One tap hole 
E7863 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal 
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with Sphere worktop on  
Sphere/Arc basin units: 550, 600 and 800mm.

Concept: Sphere 50cm Basin

E7892 One tap hole 
E7894 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal 
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with Sphere worktop  
on Sphere/Arc basin units:  
500, 550, 600 and 800mm.

Concept: Sphere 45cm  
Handrinse basin

E8055 One tap hole 
E8056 Two tap holes 
E7838 Cloakroom pedestal 
E7840 Small semi-pedestal 
E0157 Basin fixing set

Concept: Sphere 55cm Semi-countertop basin

E7921 One tap hole 
E7922 Two tap holes

Use with Concept semi-countertop basin  
unit 600 x 300mm. 

Concept pages 6-23

Concept: Cube 60cm Basin

E7943 One tap hole 
E7944 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with 550mm Cube basin unit.

Concept: Cube 55cm Basin

E7842 One tap hole 
E7843 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with 500mm Cube basin unit.

Concept: Cube 50cm Basin

E7881 One tap hole 
E7882 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal 
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with 450mm Cube basin unit.

Concept: Cube 40cm  
Handrinse basin

E8031 One tap hole 
E8032 Two tap holes 
E7838 Cloakroom pedestal 
E7840 Small semi-pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with 350mm Cube basin unit.

Concept: Cube 55cm  
Short-projection basin

E7992 One tap hole 
E7885 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal 
E0157 Basin fixing set

Concept: Sphere 45cm Semi-countertop basin

E7979 One tap hole 
E8064 Two tap holes
 
Use with Concept semi-countertop basin units: 
500 x 300 and 600 x 300mm. 

Concept: Sphere 43cm Vessel basin

E8039 One tap hole

Can be used with a vessel worktop  
on Sphere/Arc basin units: 500, 550, 600  
and 800mm.
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Concept: Arc 45cm Corner  
handrinse basin

E7928 One tap hole 
E7929 Two tap holes 
E7838 Cloakroom pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with Concept  
basin corner unit.

Concept: Arc 55cm Countertop basin

E7976 One tap hole 
E7977 Two tap holes

Concept Close coupled WC Cube suite

E7871  Close coupled WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet

E7859 Cube cistern with dual flush valve,  
 6/4 litres 
E7969  Cube cistern with dual flush,  

4/2.6 litres
E7918  Seat and cover
E7917  Seat and cover, slow close 

Concept Close coupled WC Arc suite

E7871 Close coupled WC bowl,  
 horizontal outlet 
E7860 Arc cistern with dual flush valve,  
 6/4 litres  
E7855 Arc cistern with dual flush valve,  
 4/2.6 litres 
E7918 Seat and cover 
E7917 Seat and cover, slow close 

Concept: Arc 60cm Basin

E7872 One tap hole 
E7874 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with Arc worktop 
on Sphere/Arc basin units: 
600 and 800mm.

Concept: Arc 55cm Basin

E7852 One tap hole 
E7853 Two tap holes 
E7837 Full pedestal 
E7839 Semi-pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Can be used with Arc worktop  
on Sphere/Arc basin units:  
550, 600 and 800mm.

Concept: Arc 45cm Handrinse basin

E7966 One tap hole 
E7967 Two tap holes 
E7838 Cloakroom pedestal 
E7840 Small semi-pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Concept: Arc 35cm Handrinse basin

E7932 Two tap holes 
E7838 Cloakroom pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

Concept Close coupled back-to-wall WC Cube suite

E7941 Close coupled back-to-wall WC bowl,  
 horizontal outlet
E7859 Cube cistern with dual flush valve,  
 6/4 litres  
E7969 Cube cistern with dual flush valve,  
 4/2.6 litres
E7918 Seat and cover
E7917 Seat and cover, slow close 

Concept Close coupled back-to-wall WC Arc suite

E7941  Close coupled back-to-wall WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet

E7860  Arc cistern with dual flush valve,  
6/4 litres

E7855  Arc cistern with dual flush,  
4/2.6 litres 

E7918 Seat and cover
E7917 Seat and cover, slow close 
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Concept Wall mounted bidet

E7996 One tap hole 
E0060 Support brackets (pair)

Concept Wall mounted WC suite

E7850 Wall mounted WC bowl,
 horizontal outlet
E7918 Seat and cover
E7917 Seat and cover, slow close  
E0060 Support brackets (pair)

Can be used with   all Concept WC units. 
For Conceala cisterns see page 181.

Concept Freestanding bidet

E7994 One tap hole

Concept 170 x 70cm Bath

E7291 Two tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7351 No tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7359 170cm front bath panel 
E7368 70cm end bath panel
E7292 Two tap holes, for standard waste 
E7352 No tap holes, for standard waste 
E3194 Unilux 170cm front panel 
E3169 Unilux 70cm end panel 

Concept 150 x 70cm Bath

E7296 Two tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7355 No tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7371 150cm front bath panel 
E7368 70cm end bath panel
E7297 Two tap holes, for standard waste 
E7356 No tap holes, for standard waste 
E4180 Uniline 150cm front bath panel 
E4140 Uniline 70cm end bath panel 
 

Concept 170 x 75cm Bath

E7293 Two tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7353 No tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7359 170cm front bath panel 
E7369 75cm end bath panel
E7295 Two tap holes, for standard waste 
E7354 No tap holes, for standard waste 
E3194 Unilux 170cm front panel 
E3195 Unilux 75cm end panel 
 

Ideal Waste System 
Height 500mm

Standard Waste  
Height 540mm

Ideal Waste System 
Height 500mm

Standard Waste  
Height 540mm

Concept 170 x 75cm Double ended bath

E7298 Two tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7357 No tap holes,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System 
E7359 170cm front bath panel 
E7369 75cm end bath panel
E7299 Two tap holes, for standard waste 
E7358 No tap holes, for standard waste 
E3194 Unilux 170cm front panel 
E3195 Unilux 75cm end panel 
 
 

Concept Back-to-wall WC suite

E7916 Back-to-wall WC bowl, 
 horizontal outlet
E7918 Seat and cover
E7917 Seat and cover, slow close 

Can be used with all Concept WC units. 
For Conceala cisterns see page 181.
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Scale 1:25  * Use Space Saving Basin Waste (J428467) in all Concept basin units to maximise internal storage capacity.
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Concept 170 x 70cm Shower bath

E7362  No tap holes, right-hand,  
  complete with Ideal Waste System
E7363   No tap holes, left-hand,  

complete with Ideal Waste System
E7372  Front bath panel
E7368  70cm end bath panel
E7407 AA Curved bath shower screen

Concept 170 x 70cm Water saving bath

E7307 Two tap holes, right-hand,  
 complete with Ideal Waste System
E7308  Two tap holes, left-hand,  

complete with Ideal Waste System
E7366  No tap holes, right-hand,  

complete with Ideal Waste System
E7367  No tap holes, left-hand,  

complete with Ideal Waste System
E7374 Front bath panel 
E7375 55cm end bath panel 
E7368 70cm end bath panel

Concept: Cube Basin unit wall mounted

E6442  350mm Cube basin unit, one door, for 40cm Cube basin
E6444  450mm Cube basin unit, two drawers, for 50cm Cube basin
E6445  500mm Cube basin unit, two drawers, for 55cm Cube basin
E6446  550mm Cube basin unit, two drawers, for 60cm Cube basin

Concept: Sphere/Arc Basin unit wall mounted

E6447 500mm Sphere/Arc basin unit, one drawer, for 50cm basins
E6448 550mm Sphere/Arc basin unit, one drawer, for 50 and 55cm basins
E6449 600mm Sphere/Arc basin unit, one drawer, for 50, 55 and 60cm basins
E6450 800mm Sphere/Arc basin unit, one drawer, for 50, 55 and 60cm basins

Sphere worktop 
E6767 500 x 420mm   
E6769 550 x 420mm   
E6772 600 x 420mm   
E6774 800 x 420mm 

Arc worktop 
E6768 500 x 420mm 
E6771 550 x 420mm 
E6773 600 x 420mm 
E6775 800 x 420mm

Vessel worktop  
E6623 500 x 420mm 
E6624 550 x 420mm 
E6625 600 x 420mm 
E6626 800 x 420mm 

J428467 *Space saving 
basin waste, use in all 
Concept basin units to 
maximise the internal 
storage capacity.

(Worktops available  
in three colour options)

Concept Worktops

Concept Basin pedestal unit

E6443   300mm Basin pedestal unit, floorstanding unit  
for use with Cube 40, 50, 55 and 60cm basins;  
Sphere 55cm basin; Arc 55 and 60cm basins. 

Concept Tall units  
wall mounted

E6464   Tall unit with drawers,  
one door, two drawers,  
one glass shelf,  
one internal shelf

E6627  Worktop for tall unit  
with drawers, available  
in three colour options

E6465 Tall unit with two doors,  
 five internal shelves 

Please add the following colour reference to code when ordering: Dark Walnut effect SX,  American Oak effect SO,  White Gloss WG,  Walnut effect/White UJ,  
Oak effect/White UH. Mirrored wall units, shelf link unit, worktops, plinths and bath panels are only available in three colour options: Dark Walnut effect SX,  
American Oak effect SO and White Gloss WG.
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Scale 1:25 Scale 1:25  * Use Space Saving Basin Waste (J428467) in all Concept basin units to maximise internal storage capacity.

Concept Basin corner unit wall mounted

E6463 Basin corner unit, for 45cm Arc corner basin 
 two doors and one shelf 

Please add the following colour reference to code when ordering: Dark Walnut effect SX,  American Oak effect SO,  White Gloss WG,  Walnut effect/White UJ,  
Oak effect/White UH. Mirrored wall units, shelf link unit, worktops, plinths and bath panels are only available in three colour options: Dark Walnut effect SX,  
American Oak effect SO and White Gloss WG.

Concept Shelf link unit 

E6467  Cube shelf link unit, links Cube basin unit  
with other freestyle or fitted units,  
available in three colour options

E6466  Sphere/Arc shelf link unit, links Sphere/Arc  
basin unit with other freestyle or fitted units, 
available in three colour options

Concept Side unit wall mounted

E6451 300 x 420mm side unit, one drawer 
E6622 300 x 420mm worktop for side unit  
 

Concept Semi-countertop  
basin unit wall mounted

E6452  500 x 300mm semi-countertop  
basin unit, for use with  
45cm Sphere semi-countertop  
basin, two doors, one shelf

E6454  600 x 300mm semi-countertop  
basin unit, for use with  
45 or 55cm Sphere semi-countertop  
basins, two doors, one shelf

Choose 300mm deep worktop.

Concept WC unit 

E6453 500 x 300mm WC unit 
E6455 600 x 300mm WC unit  

Includes dual flush cistern,  
6/4 litre flush and push button.
For use with wall mounted  
and back-to-wall WCs.
 
When using a wall mounted WC  
with the E6453 or E6455 please  
specify E0060 floor fixing brackets.

Choose 300mm deep worktop.

Concept Slimline WC unit 

E6459 500 x 210mm slimline WC unit  
E6461  600 x 210mm slimline WC unit

Includes dual flush cistern,  
6/4 litre flush and push button.  
For use with wall mounted  
and back-to-wall WC suites.

When using a wall mounted WC suite 
with the E6459 or E6461 please specify  
E0060 floor fixing brackets.

Choose 210mm deep slimline worktop.

Concept Base units wall mounted 

E6456 300 x 300mm base unit, one door, one shelf
E6457 300 x 300mm base unit with three drawers 

Choose 300mm deep worktop.

Concept Slimline semi-countertop basin unit wall mounted

E6458  500 x 210mm slimline semi-countertop  
basin unit, two doors, one shelf,  
for use with 50cm Cube short-  
projection semi-countertop basin

E6460  600 x 210mm slimline semi-countertop  
basin unit, two doors, one shelf,  
for use with 50cm Cube short-  
projection semi-countertop basin

Choose 210mm deep slimline worktop. 

Concept Slimline base unit wall mounted

E6462  300 x 210mm Slimline base unit, one door, one shelf
 
Choose 210mm deep slimline worktop.

Concept Wall units

E6470 300mm wall unit, one door,  
 two internal shelves
E6469 500mm wall unit, two doors, 
 two internal shelves  
E6468 600mm wall unit, two doors, 
 two internal shelves

633

300

300
525

380

385

700

600500

633

600

210210

500

473
523

210

300300

210

815

600500

633

300

210

633

600500

300

500 600

815

300

473

30

420

E6466 E6467

300
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Concept Mirrored wall units

E6565  400mm mirrored corner  
wall unit, one mirrored door,  
two internal shelves

E6562  500mm mirrored wall unit,  
one mirrored door, one mirrored  
hinged panel, two internal shelves

E6561  600mm mirrored wall unit,  
two mirrored doors,  
two internal shelves 

Available in three colour options.

Concept Bath panels

E7379 1500mm front bath panel 
E7376 1700mm front bath panel 
E7377 700mm end bath panel 
E7378 750mm end bath panel 

Bath panels in furniture finishes are for 500mm high  
baths with Ideal Waste System only.
Available in three colour options.

Please add the following colour reference to code when ordering: Dark Walnut effect SX,  American Oak effect SO,  White Gloss WG,  Walnut effect/White UJ,  
Oak effect/White UH. Mirrored wall units, shelf link unit, worktops, plinths and bath panels are only available in three colour options: Dark Walnut effect SX,  
American Oak effect SO and White Gloss WG.

Concept Worktops 

E6782 Worktop 300 x 300mm
E6580 Worktop 500 x 300mm 
E6581 Worktop 600 x 300mm
E6779 Worktop 1000 x 300mm 
E6582 Worktop 1200 x 300mm 
E6583 Worktop 1800 x 300mm 
E6584 Worktop 2400 x 300mm
E6781 Slimline worktop 300 x 210mm
E6585 Slimline worktop 500 x 210mm 
E6586 Slimline worktop 600 x 210mm 
E6781 Slimline worktop 1000 x 210mm
E6587 Slimline worktop 1200 x 210mm 
E6588 Slimline worktop 1500 x 210mm 
E6589 Slimline worktop 1800 x 210mm

Available in three colour options.

Concept Plinths and legs

E6763  600mm plinth 
E6799  600mm premium mdf plinth
E6764  900mm plinth
E6801  900mm premium mdf plinth
E6765  1200mm plinth
E6802  1200mm premium mdf plinth
E6766  1800mm plinth
E6804  1800mm premium mdf plinth
E662067 Pack 4 plastic legs

All wall mounted base units (except 350mm Cube 
basin unit) can be used with optional plinths and legs 
packs to either conceal plumbing or to assist with the 
load bearing properties of the units when hung from 
stud or non-solid walls.

Plinths supplied with a pair of return ends.
Available in three colour options.
All plinths and filler panel material finish as carcass.

Concept Filler panels 

E6757 Wall unit filler panel 
E6787 Wall unit premium mdf filler panel
E6758 Base unit filler panel
E6785 Base unit premium mdf filler panel
E6759 WC unit filler panel 
E6784 WC unit premium mdf filler panel
E6761 Corner post for fitted ranges

Available in three colour options.

Concept Mirrors with lighting

E6566BH 400 x 700mm mirror with one light 
E6567BH 500 x 700mm mirror with two lights 
E6568BH 550 x 700mm mirror with two lights 
E6569BH 600 x 700mm mirror with two lights
IP44 rated

Concept Mirrors

E6590BH 400 x 700mm mirror 
E6591BH 500 x 700mm mirror 
E6592BH 550 x 700mm mirror 
E6593BH 600 x 700mm mirror 

700

400/500
550/60040

700

400/500
550/600

1076
378

300/400
/500/550
/600

    

400/500
550/600

Concept Robe hook

N1313 AA w24 x d45mm

Accessories pages 24-25

Concept Toilet roll holder

N1314 AA w119 x h68mm 

Concept Toilet roll holder  
with cover

N1315 AA w119 x h76 x d101mm

Concept Spare toilet roll 
holder

N1316 AA w151 x d85mm 

Concept Towel ring

N1317 AA w160 x h164mm 

Concept 300mm Towel rail

N1318 AA w300 x d85mm 

Concept 450mm Towel rail

N1319 AA w450 x d85mm 

Concept 600mm Towel rail

N1320 AA w600 x d85mm

700

500400 600

210
170

480

1695

480

1495

480

728

677

Concept Mirror/splashbacks and splashbacks

E6684BH 400 x 1076mm mirror/splashback
E6685BH 500 x 1076mm mirror/splashback
E6686BH 550 x 1076mm mirror/splashback
E6687BH 600 x 1076mm mirror/splashback
E6679RQ 300 x 378mm splashback
E6680RQ 400 x 378mm splashback
E6681RQ 500 x 378mm splashback
E6682RQ 550 x 378mm splashback
E6683RQ 600 x 378mm splashback

Concept Ceramic tumbler 
with holder

N1321 AA    w74 x h148mm

Concept Ceramic soap 
dispenser with holder

N1322 AA h216 x d149mm
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Studio pages 26-31

Studio 60cm, 56cm and 50cm Pedestal basin

E1020 60cm basin, one tap hole
E1030 60cm basin, two tap holes
E1080 56cm basin, one tap hole
E1090 56cm basin, two tap holes
E1120 50cm basin, one tap hole
E1130 50cm basin, two tap holes
E0410 Full pedestal 
E0070 Basin fixing set, with 14cm rag bolts  
 for solid walls 

D

C

B

A

60cm
56cm
50cm

A
600
560
500

B
475
455
425

C
535
500
450

D
810
805
800

Concept Toilet brush set

N1327 AA w80 x h377mm 

Concept 670mm  
Shower totem

N1326 AA h670 x d208mm 

Cone Soap holder

N1021 AA w132 x h40-52 x d167mm 

Cone Glass holder

N1022 AA w100 x h126 x d152mm

Cone Soap dispenser

N1023 AA h167 x d123mm 

Cone Toothbrush holder

N1024 AA h30 x d140mm

Concept Ceramic soap dish 
with holder

N1323 AA w120 x h74mm 

Concept 500mm Glass shelf

N1324 AA w500 x d110mm

Concept 600mm Glass shelf

N1325 AA w600 x d110mm 

Cone 600mm Towel rail

N1026 AA w604 x h30 x d82mm 

Cone Toilet brush and holder

N1030 AA w115 x h357 x d150mm

Cone Towel ring

N1028 AA w190 x h202 x d82mm 

Cone Toilet roll holder

N1029 AA w177 x h100 x d99mm

Cone Robe hook

N1031 AA w30 x h52 x d75mm 

Cone 500mm Glass shelf

N1032 AA w500 x d114mm

Studio 45cm Corner pedestal basin

E1070 One tap hole
E1140 Two tap holes
E0200 Handrinse pedestal

Studio 56cm Semi-countertop basin

E2000 Semi-countertop, one tap hole
E1780 Semi-countertop, two tap holes

560

460 245

190

460

430

450

815

Studio 45cm and 35cm Handrinse basin

E1180  45cm Handrinse basin, two tap holes
E1170  35cm Handrinse basin, two tap holes 
E0079 AA 32 x 75mm seal bottle trap
E5010  Steel wall hangers (pair)

D

C

A

B

45cm
35cm

A
450
350

B
300
250

C
425
330

D
180
150

Studio 45cm Handrinse pedestal basin 

E4131 Handrinse basin, two tap holes
E0200 Handrinse pedestal

425

450

300

820

Studio 45cm
cloakroom washbasin
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Studio 45cm Corner basin

E1150 One tap hole
E1160 Two tap holes
E0079 AA 32 x 75mm seal bottle trap
E5010 Steel wall hangers (pair)

460

430

450

175

Studio 170 bath

E4044 170 x 75cm Idealform bath, colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E4052 170 x 75cm Idealform bath, colour matched hand grips, two tap holes
E4114 170 x 70cm Idealform bath, colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E4102 170 x 70cm Idealform bath, colour matched hand grips, two tap holes
E4130 Uniline 170cm front bath panel 
E4140 Uniline 70cm end bath panel
E4190 Uniline 75cm end bath panel 

Studio Close coupled WC suite

E8015 Close coupled WC bowl horizontal outlet
E7859 Cube cistern with dual  
 flush valve, 6/4 litres
E7860 Arc cistern with dual  
 flush valve, 6/4 litres
E7918 Seat and cover
E7917 Seat and cover,  
 slow closing
E7969 Cube cistern with dual  
 flush 4/2.6 litres
E7855 Arc cistern with dual  
 flush 4/2.6 litres

365

665

320

780

400

315

365

665

Studio Back-to-wall WC suite

E8016 Back-to-wall WC bowl horizontal outlet
E7918 Seat and cover
E7917 Seat and cover, slow close

For Conceala cisterns see page 181.

400550

365

Studio 150 bath

E4164 150 x 70cm Idealform bath, colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E4152 150 x 70cm Idealform bath, colour matched hand grips, two tap holes
E4180 Uniline 150cm front bath panel 
E4140 Uniline 70cm end bath panel 695

(±5)

E4102 Studio 170 Bath

1495
(+5 -10)

 
Height – floor to rim 480-540mm

1695
(+5 -10)

  A
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 480-540mm

 A
75cm 745
70cm 695

Alto 60cm, 55cm and 50cm  
Pedestal basin

E7465 60cm basin one tap hole
E7466 60cm basin two tap holes
E7455 55cm basin one tap hole
E7456 55cm basin two tap holes
E7445 50cm basin one tap hole
E7446 50cm basin two tap holes
E7402 Full pedestal
E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag 
 bolts for solid walls

Alto 60cm, 55cm and 50cm  
Semi-pedestal basin

E7465 60cm basin one tap hole
E7466 60cm basin two tap holes
E7455 55cm basin one tap hole
E7456 55cm basin two tap holes
E7445 50cm basin one tap hole
E7446 50cm basin two tap holes
E7495 Semi-pedestal for 60 and 55cm basins
E7502 Semi-pedestal for 50cm basins
E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts for solid walls

Alto 45cm Handrinse basin

E7425 Handrinse basin, one tap hole
E7426 Handrinse basin, two tap holes
E0200 Handrinse full pedestal
E7502 Handrinse semi-pedestal
E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag 
 bolts for solid walls

Alto 56cm Countertop basin

R4108 One tap hole

Alto 55cm Semi-countertop basin

E7585 One tap hole 
E7586 Two tap holes

425

360

450

560

480

200

475

550

280

165

510

855 830

C

B

A

C

B

A

480

795820

Alto pages 32-39

 A B C
60cm 600 490 550
55cm 550 450 505
50cm 500 435 470

 A B C D
60cm 600 490 550 510
55cm 550 450 505 510
50cm 500 435 470 495

   D

Alto Floor standing bidet

E3706 One tap hole
570

370

390
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Alto Close coupled WC suite

E7600 Close coupled WC bowl with 
 concealed bottom outlet
E7514 Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres
E7590 Seat and cover

Alto Close coupled WC suite

E7543 Close coupled WC bowl with 
 horizontal outlet
E7514 Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres
E7544 Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres
E7590 Seat and cover

Alto Back-to-wall WC suite

E7573 Back-to-wall WC bowl with horizontal outlet 
E7590 Seat and cover

For Conceala cisterns see page 181.

550
390

360

390

805

155

360

685

395

390

805

155

360

685

395

Alto Wall mounted WC suite

E3419 Wall mounted WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E0060 Support brackets (pair)
E7590 Seat and cover

For Conceala cisterns see page 181.

400

360

530

Alto Shower bath
Shower screen and optional matching bath panels

E7602  Left-hand 170cm Idealform shower bath, no tap holes
E7603  Right-hand 170cm Idealform shower bath, no tap holes
E7604  170cm front bath panel, left-hand
E7605  170cm front bath panel, right-hand 
E7606  70cm end bath panel
E7607 AA Curved bath shower screen (height 1420mm)

Alto 170 bath

E7685 170cm x 75cm Idealform bath,  
 chrome finish hand grips, no tap holes
E7684 170cm x 75cm Idealform bath,  
 chrome finish hand grips, two tap holes
E7695 170cm x 70cm Idealform bath,  
 chrome finish hand grips, no tap holes
E7694 170cm x 70cm Idealform bath, 
 chrome finish hand grips, two tap holes
E7690 170cm x 70cm water saving Idealform bath,  
 chrome finish hand grips, two tap holes
E4130 Uniline 170cm front bath panel 
E4140 Uniline 70cm end bath panel
E4190 Uniline 75cm end bath panel

Available with Twin Plus Whirlpool System feature.

695
(±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

745
(±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

 
Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

 
Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

Alto Double ended bath 

E7636 170cm x 75cm double ended Idealform bath
E4220 Standard 170cm front bath panel
E7639 Standard 75cm end bath panel

745
(±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

 
 
Height – floor to rim  
510-550mm

Countertops
Tempo 53 or 48cm Countertop basin

E1640 53cm Countertop basin, one tap hole
E1620 48cm Countertop basin, one tap hole

530

450

195

480

420

185

1685
(+5 -10)

697
(±5)800

923

Left hand
Height - floor to rim 540mm

Left hand
Height – floor to rim 540mm
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Tempo 50cm Countertop basin

E1630 One tap hole

57cm Oval under-countertop basin

E2050 No tap holes

500

500

215

220

570

410

Space pages 40-59

Space 58cm Short-projection pedestal basin
For wall or full pedestal mounting

E7152 One tap hole
E6150 Two tap holes
E7402 Full pedestal 
E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts 
 for solid walls

580

375

825

Space 56cm Offset corner basin 
For full or semi-pedestal mounting

E7122 Left-hand, one tap hole
E6121 Left-hand, two tap holes
E7132 Right-hand, one tap hole
E6131 Right-hand, two tap holes
E7402 Full pedestal
E7502 Semi-pedestal
E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts 
 for solid walls

490

835

560

410

525

355

Left hand

Right hand

Space 44cm Narrow basin
For wall or full pedestal mounting

E7142 One tap hole
E6140 Two tap holes
E7402 Full pedestal
E0070 Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts 
 for solid walls

Space 56cm Corner washbasin
For full pedestal mounting

E7162 One tap hole
E6160 Two tap holes
E7402 Full pedestal

835

440

380

495

840

405

560

565

400

200

515

Space 40cm Micro basin

E6177 With shroud, two tap holes
E6175 Without shroud, two tap holes
E6179 Shroud only 

Space 55cm Semi-countertop basin

E6111 Left-hand, one tap hole
E6112 Right-hand, one tap hole
E6110 Two tap holes

550

370

200

165

500

385

395

Space Back-to-wall WC suite

E7172 Close coupled WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E7091 Seat and cover

For Conceala cisterns see page 181.

385

500 400

Space Wall mounted WC suite

E7174 Wall mounted WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E0060 Support brackets (pair)
E7091 Seat and cover

For Conceala cisterns see page 181.
Not suitable for Space furniture
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Space 120cm Idealform bath

1195
(+5 -10)

695
(±5)

E7284 No tap holes
E7290 120cm front bath panel
E4140 70cm end bath panel

 
Height –  
floor to rim  
510-550mm

375

730

385

795

395

630

385

390

790

395

Space Close coupled WC suite

E7172 Close coupled WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E7184 Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres
E7091 Seat and cover

Space Corner close coupled  
WC suite

E7172 Close coupled WC bowl  
 with horizontal outlet
E7204 Corner cistern with dual flush valve,  
 6/4 litres
E7091 Seat and cover

Space Idealform and Idealform Plus+  
offset corner shower bath

E4957  170cm Idealform Plus+ bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E4958  170cm Idealform Plus+ bath, right-hand, no tap holes
E7324  170cm Idealform bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E7344  170cm Idealform bath, right-hand, no tap holes
E7301  170cm front bath panel, left-hand
E7311  170cm front bath panel, right-hand 
E4140  70cm end bath panel
E4934  150cm Idealform Plus+ bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E4935  150cm Idealform Plus+ bath, right-hand, no tap holes

 
 

E7064  150cm Idealform bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E7074  150cm Idealform bath, right-hand, no tap holes
E7231  150cm front bath panel, left-hand
E7241  150cm front bath panel, right-hand
E6956 AA Curved bath shower screen (height 1420mm)

695

A
(+5 -10)

760

895

(±5) right hand version (±5)

A
1695
1495

170cm
150cm

 
Right-hand 

Height – floor to rim 520-540mm

Studio Shower bath

E5782  Left-hand 170 x 75cm Idealform bath, 
  colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E5792  Right-hand 170 x 75cm Idealform bath,
  colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E6190  170cm front bath panel 
E4140  70cm end bath panel
L9142 AA Curved bath shower screen

Studio Spacemaker bath

E5822  Left-hand 170 x 70cm Idealform bath,  
  colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E5832  Right-hand 170 x 70cm Idealform bath, 
  colour matched hand grips, no tap holes
E6190  170cm front bath panel 
E4140  70cm end bath panel
L9142 AA Curved bath shower screen

right hand version

740 (±5)

595

1695
(+5 -10)

695 left hand version (±5)

550650

695 (±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

right hand version

left hand version

(±5)
 

Right-hand 
Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

 
Left-hand 

Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

 
Right-hand 

Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

 
Left-hand 

Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

Step 1 Choose your door style
Choose from six different door finishes.

Planning your Space furniture bathroom
Follow these simple steps to create your own Space furniture bathroom. A choice of finishes,  
handles, units and worktops allows you to custom-make the perfect bathroom to suit your needs, 
taste and bathroom space.

GI Maple effect WG Gloss White ZT Shaker Maple

GA Oak effect RY Walnut effect ZU Shaker White
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GA Oak effect RY Walnut effect 

WD Matt White WG Gloss White GI Maple effect Step 2 Choose your worktop
Choose from five work surface finishes  
to complement your choice of furniture.

E4659 (  ) 600mm worktop
E4660 (  ) 1200mm worktop
E4661 (  ) 1800mm worktop

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

Projecting 210mm from the wall.  

These can be cut to the required length on site.

Space 
55cm semi-countertop 
basin  
One tap hole 
Left or right-hand

 Space 
Back-to-wall WC 
suite with seat and 
cover. Seat position: 
conventional or turned 
45° left or right

Space 
120 x 70cm Bath 
with optional matching 
bath panels

Space 
150 x 70cm Offset corner bath 
Left and right-handed versions 
available, with optional matching 
bath panels

Step 3 Space chinaware and baths See pages 166-169 for the full range.

Our Space basins are specially designed to fit the short projection units to provide the ultimate space.

BA

E F GDC H I

Step 4 Choose your Space furniture units
The bathroom furniture units are available  
in a choice of sizes, styles and finishes to  
conceal clutter and unsightly plumbing.  
Supplied ready-assembled for convenience  
and durability, they can be teamed with  
any of our back-to-wall suites.

Space Furniture units

A 450mm single door wall unit 
B 600mm double wall unit
C 750mm bath unit
D 450mm WC unit
E 600mm WC unit
F 600mm basin unit
G 600mm right-hand basin unit 
H 600mm left-hand basin unit
I  300mm base unit

Space 600mm Basin unit
Shown with optional plinth

E4642 (  ) 600mm basin unit, for use with  
  55cm semi-countertop basins, 
  E6110, E6111 and E6112
E4656 (  ) 600mm optional plinth (height 150mm) 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

825

600

210

Space 600mm Basin unit
Shown with optional plinth

E4644 (  ) 600mm right-hand basin unit, for use with  
  55cm semi-countertop basin, right-hand
E4643 (  ) 600mm left-hand basin unit, for use with  
  55cm semi-countertop basin, left-hand
E4656 (  ) 600mm optional plinth (height 150mm)  

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

825

600

210

800

450

Space 600mm WC unit/450mm WC unit
Including concealed cistern and flushplate

E4640 (  ) 600mm WC unit including cistern 
  and flushplate  
E4641 (  ) 450mm WC unit including 
  cistern and flushplate  

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

825

600

825

450

Space 450mm Wall unit

E4647 (  ) 450mm wall unit with single door 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

Space 600mm Wall unit

E4646 (  ) 600mm wall unit with two doors 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

Space 300mm Base unit

E4645 (  ) 300mm base unit with single door 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

Space 750mm Bath unit

E4648 (  ) 750mm bath unit 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

800

600

800

450

825

750
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Space Bath panels

E4649 (  ) 1500mm front bath panel 
E4650 (  ) 1700mm front bath panel 
E4651 (  ) 700mm end bath panel 
E4652 (  ) 750mm end bath panel 
E4653 (  ) 800mm end bath panel 
E4655 (  ) 920mm bath panel top rail 
E4654 (  ) 1940mm bath panel top rail             (  ) Please quote code for finish required. 

500

800

500

1700

Step 5 Additional options
Choose from the following options to complete your look. 

Space Unit filler panels

E4662 (  ) 50-160mm basin unit filler panel 
E4663 (  ) 160-800mm WC unit filler panel 
E4664 (  ) 160-800mm wall unit filler panel 

Space Flush plinth panels

E4656 (  ) 600mm flush plinth panel 
E4657 (  ) 900mm flush plinth panel 

Space End plinth

E4658 (  )  End plinth 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

GI Maple effect GA Oak effect RY Walnut effect 

WD Matt White WG Gloss White 

Space Handles (singles)

E4671 GE Cylinder knob, brushed stainless 
  steel (not shown) 
E4671 AA Cylinder knob, chrome 
S4962 AA Metal knob, chrome 
S4966 XS  Dimpled handle, matt nickel 
E4672 01 Ceramic knob, white 
S4964 AY Curved bar handle, matt chrome 
S4960 AA Contemporary bar handle, chrome 
S4968 GE Arch handle, brushed stainless steel  
E4670 AA Wave bar handle, chrome 
S5304 AA Traditional bar handle, chrome 
 

Step 6 Choose your handles
There is a choice of 10 handles designed 
to complement all door styles.

Cylinder knob Metal knob Dimpled handle 

Ceramic knob Curved bar handle   Contemporary  
bar handle  

Arch handle   Wave bar handle  Traditional bar 
handle  

Bathroom furniture pages 60-69

Follow these simple steps to create your own signature bathroom. A choice of finishes,  
handles, units and worktops allows you to custom-make the perfect bathroom to suit your  
needs, taste and bathroom space.

Planning your fitted bathroom

Step 2 Choose your worktop
Choose from a range of four work surface finishes 
to complement your choice of furniture.

Worktop for standard units  

Projecting 305mm from the wall:
S4970 (  ) 700mm  worktop
S4971 (  ) 1500mm  worktop
S4975 (  ) 2400mm  worktop 

(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

Worktop for vanity units  

Projecting 425mm from the wall:
S4972 (  ) 600mm  vanity top 

Projecting 535mm from the wall:
S4973 (  ) 760mm  vanity top
S4974 (  ) 1500mm  vanity top 

WD Matt White WG Gloss White 

GI Maple effect 

Step 1 Choose your door style
Choose from Ellison Maple, Ellison White, Kyoto and Oslo.

JE Ellison White JD Kyoto JC Oslo MapleJF Ellison Maple 

Step 3 Choose your fittings
Choose from a selection of basins, WC suites, baths, mixers and taps and showers  
to complement your furniture choice.

Please add the following colour reference to the code when ordering: Oslo Maple JC, Kyoto JD, Ellison White JE and Ellison Maple JF.
For worktops add the colour reference: Matt White WD, Maple effect GI and Gloss White WG.
Plinths and fillers are only available in two colour options: Matt White WD and Maple effect GI.

Step 4 Choose your units
The fitted furniture units are available in a choice of sizes, styles and finishes to conceal clutter and 
unsightly plumbing. Supplied ready-assembled for convenience and durability, they can be teamed 
with any of our back-to-wall suites. Handles, worktops and plinths are sold separately.

Bathroom furniture Furniture units

a 300mm four drawer unit
b 600/700mm basin unit 
c 600mm WC unit
d 600mm bidet unit 
e 300/160mm single base unit 
f 600mm double base unit
g 160/300mm open base unit  
h 300mm tall unit 
i 160mm open wall unit
j 600mm double wall unit 
k 300/160mm single wall unit 
l 600mm double mirror unit

m 300mm four drawer vanity unit
n 755/600mm vanity unit 
o 300mm vanity base unit

l k j i h

a c d e fb g m n o
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Bathroom furniture 300mm four drawer unit 
(Not including handles and worktop)

S5154 300mm  four drawer unit

865
003

503

Bathroom furniture Storage base 
unit with two doors 
(Not including handles and worktop) 

S5152 700mm base unit
S5151 600mm base unit

600

305

865

700

305

865

Bathroom furniture Semi-countertop  
basin unit with two doors 
(Not including handles, worktop,  
semi-countertop basin and basin mixer)

S5157 700mm  basin unit 
S5156 600mm  basin unit  

305

Bathroom furniture 600mm WC unit 
Includes plinth block, cistern and flushplate 
(Not including worktop, plinth, WC bowl, seat and cover)

S5150 600mm  WC unit

700

865

Bathroom furniture 600mm Bidet unit 
Includes plinth block 
(Not including worktop, plinth, bidet and bidet mixer)

S5149 600mm  bidet unit

865

600

305

865

600

305

Bathroom furniture  
Storage base unit  
with one door 
(Not including  
handle and worktop)

S5158 160mm base unit

Bathroom furniture  
Storage unit  
with one door 
(Not including  
handle and worktop)

S5153 300mm base unit 865

160

305

865

305

300

Bathroom furniture  
Open shelf base unit 
(Not including worktop)

S5155 300mm  
 open base unit

865

300

305

Bathroom furniture  
Open shelf base unit 
(Not including worktop)

S5159 160mm open base unit 

865

305

160

Bathroom furniture  
Storage unit  
with two doors 
(Not including handles)

S5160 300mm tall unit 

1920

300

305

Bathroom furniture  
160mm Open shelf wall unit

S5165 160mm open wall unit 

655

160

200

Bathroom furniture  
Vanity storage  
unit with one door 
(Not including handle and worktop)

S5169 300mm 
 vanity
  base unit 
For use only with 
S5166/ S5167

865

300

535

Bathroom furniture Wall storage 
unit with two doors 
(Not including handles)

S5162 700mm wall unit
S5161 600mm wall unit 

700

220

655

600

220

655

174
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Bathroom furniture Wall storage unit  
with one door 
(Not including handle)

S5163 300mm wall unit
S5164 160mm wall unit

Bathroom furniture Wall storage 
unit with two mirrored doors 
Including handles

S5171 700mm mirror wall unit
S5170 600mm mirror wall unit 

700

205

655

600

205

655

160

220

300

220

655

S 6

655

Bathroom furniture Vanity unit  
with four drawers 
(Not including handles and worktop)

S5168 300mm four drawer vanity unit
For use only with S5166/S5167

300

535

865

Bathroom furniture Vanity storage  
unit with two doors 
(Not including handles, worktop,  
countertop basin and basin mixer)

S5167 755mm vanity unit 
S5166 600mm vanity unit

Step 5 Additional options
Choose from the following additional  
options to complete your look. 

WD Matt White GI Maple effect 

Bathroom furniture  
Unit fillers

S4976 (  ) 160mm base unit filler 
S4977 (  ) 160mm tall unit filler 
S4978 (  ) 160mm wall unit filler 

Bathroom furniture 
Continuous plinths

S4986 (  ) 1250mm continuous plinth
S4987 (  ) 2500mm continuous plinth

Bathroom furniture 
Corner post

S4979 (  ) Corner post 

Bathroom furniture 
Adjustable height bath 
panels

S4994 (  ) 1700mm front bath panel 
S4995 (  ) 700mm end bath panel 
(  ) Please quote code for finish required.

865

755

535

Step 6 Choose your handles
There is a choice of ten handles designed  
to complement all door styles.

Bathroom furniture Handles (singles)

E4671 GE Cylinder knob, brushed stainless  
  steel (not shown) 
E4671 AA Cylinder knob, chrome 
S4962 AA Metal knob, chrome 
S4966 XS  Dimpled handle, matt nickel 
E4672 01 Ceramic knob, white 
S4964 AY Curved bar handle, matt chrome 
S4960 AA Contemporary bar handle, chrome 
S4968 GE Arch handle, brushed stainless steel  
E4670 AA Wave bar handle, chrome 
S5304 AA Traditional bar handle, chrome 
 

Cylinder knob Metal knob Dimpled handle 

Ceramic knob Curved bar handle   Contemporary  
bar handle  

Arch handle   Wave bar handle  Traditional bar 
handle  

Plaza pages 72-75

Plaza 45cm Handrinse basin

 E3810  Handrinse basin, two tap holes
E5010 Steel wall hanger (pair)
E3198 AA 11/4” metal bottle trap with 75mm seal

Plaza Close coupled WC suite 

E3680  Close coupled WC bowl horizontal outlet
E3690  Cistern with syphon (no lever) 6 litres
E3693 AA Lever, chrome plated
E9270 AA  White seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E9271 AZ  White seat and cover,  

light gold plated hinges
E9071 AA  Black seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges

450

360
180

670 180

365

790

395

400

Plaza 58cm Pedestal basin

E3660 Pedestal basin, two tap holes
E3670 Full pedestal

465

580

800

Plaza Floor standing bidet

E3720 One tap hole 390
555

360

176
177
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Plaza 170cm Idealform bath

E1472  170 x 70cm Idealform bath, two tap holes
E1478  170 x 70cm Idealform bath, no tap holes
E4130  Uniline 170cm front bath panel
E4140  Uniline 70cm end bath panel

695
(±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

 
Height – floor to rim 500-540mm

Revue pages 76-79

475

800865

600

Revue 60cm Pedestal basin 

E0900 Pedestal basin, one tap hole
E0920 Pedestal basin, two tap holes
E4730 Full pedestal

565

460

280

170

860450

375

815

Revue 56cm Semi-countertop basin

E0490 One tap hole
E2130 Two tap holes

Revue 45cm Handrinse basin 

E0540  Handrinse basin, one tap hole
E0460  Handrinse basin, two tap holes
E3198 AA 11/4” metal bottle trap with 75mm seal
E0070  Basin fixing set with 14cm rag bolts 
  for solid walls

Revue 45cm Cloakroom pedestal basin

E1570 Cloakroom basin, one tap hole
E2120 Cloakroom basin, two tap holes
E0260 Handrinse pedestal

220

450

375

Reflections 45cm Cloakroom 
pedestal basin 

E4690  Two tap holes
E0260 Handrinse pedestal

Reflections 60cm Pedestal basin 

E4720  Two tap holes
E4730  Full pedestal

Reflections pages 80-83

790840

605

470

450

360

815

Revue  Traditional 50cm 
Countertop basin

E2150 One tap hole
E1920 Two tap holes

220
420

490

800

400

Revue Close coupled WC suite 

E4740  Close coupled WC bowl  
  horizontal outlet
E8690  Cistern with syphon (no lever) 6 litres
E8692 AA Cistern lever, chrome plated
E8692 AZ Cistern lever, gold plated
E4770 FH Mahogany effect seat and cover
E3800 FK Pine effect seat and cover
E4590 PL  Maple effect seat and cover
E4590 FL  Limed Oak effect seat and cover

700
155

350

520

Revue  Traditional back-to-wall WC suite 

E4800  Back-to-wall WC bowl with hoizontal outlet
S4395 01 Traditional cistern lever, chrome plated
S4396 01 Traditional cistern lever, gold plated
E4770 FH Mahogany effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
E3800 FK Pine effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
E4590 PL  Maple effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
E4590 FL  Limed Oak effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
For Conceala cisterns see page 181.

390

360

510

575

370

390

Revue Traditional floor 
standing bidet 

E4760 One tap hole

178
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Reflections 45cm Handrinse basin 

E4700  Two tap holes
E5010  Steel wall hangers (pair)
E3198 AA 11/4” metal bottle trap with 75mm seal

Reflections 50cm Traditional 
countertop basin 

E2150 One tap holes
E1920 Two tap holes

450

360 210

220
420

490

Reflections 56cm 
Semi-countertop basin 

E4471 One tap hole
E4481 Two tap holes

275

170

560

445

Reflections  Close coupled WC suite 

E4740  Close coupled WC bowl horizontal outlet
E4750  Cistern with syphon (no lever) 6 litres
E4755 AA Cistern lever with porcelain insert, 
  chrome plated
E4755 AZ Cistern lever with porcelain insert, 
  gold plated
E4770 FH  Mahogany effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E3800 FK  Pine effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E4590 PL   Maple effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E4590 FL   Limed Oak effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges

705
155

350

510

810

400

Reflections  Low level suite 

E4460  Low level WC bowl horizontal outlet
E4750  Cistern with syphon (no lever) 6 litres
E4461 AA Flushpipe set, chrome plated
E4461 AZ Flushpipe set, gold plated
E4755 AA Cistern lever with porcelain insert, 
  chrome plated
E4755 AZ Cistern lever with porcelain insert, 
  gold plated
E4770 FH  Mahogany effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E3800 FK  Pine effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E4590 PL  Maple effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E4590 FL   Limed Oak effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges

160

510

730

365 390

985

Reflections  Traditional floor 
standing bidet 

E4760 One tap hole

Reflections  Traditional back-to-wall WC suite 

E4800  Back-to-wall WC bowl horizontal outlet
S4395 01 Traditional cistern lever, chrome plated
S4396 01 Traditional cistern lever, gold plated
E4770 FH  Mahogany effect seat and cover,  

chrome plated hinges
E3800 FK Pine effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
E4590 PL  Maple effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
E4590 FL  Limed Oak effect seat and cover, chrome plated hinges
For Conceala cisterns see below.

390

360

390510

575

370

Conceala Cisterns

S3620 Conceala 2 with syphon, no lever, side inlet
S3621 Conceala 2 with syphon, no lever, bottom inlet
S3618 Conceala 2 low level cistern with syphon, no lever, side inlet 
S3617 Conceala 2 low level cistern with syphon and lever, side inlet 
S3619 Conceala 2 low level cistern with syphon and lever, bottom inlet
S3626 Conceala 2 high level cistern with syphon and lever, side inlet
S3622 Conceala 2 with side inlet and single pneumatic flush
S3623 Conceala 2 with bottom inlet and single pneumatic flush
S3624 Conceala 2 with top inlet and dual pneumatic flush
S3625 Conceala 2 with bottom inlet and dual pneumatic flush
S3658  Conceala 2 with side inlet and pneumatic and flush value  

(4 or 2.6 flush)

Levers, buttons and flushplates

E6020 AA Modern concealed cistern lever 28mm, chromium plated 
E6021 AA Modern concealed cistern lever 405mm, chromium plated
S4395 01 Traditional concealed cistern lever, chromium plated 
S4396 01 Traditional concealed cistern lever, gold plated
E4437 AA Contemporary flush plate, Ideal Standard branded, chrome
E4437 BX Contemporary flush plate, Ideal Standard branded, satin
S4399 AA Contemporary flush plate, unbranded, chrome
S4399 BX Contemporary flush plate, unbranded, satin

Caspian Idealcast baths

E4890  170 x 80cm Idealcast bath, with armrests
E4990 170 x 70cm Idealcast bath, without armrests
E4130 Uniline 170cm front bath panel
E4090 Uniline 80cm end bath panel 
E4140 Uniline 70cm end bath panel

Modern baths pages 86-89

1690
(+5-10)

  A
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 510-560mm

 A 
80cm 790 
70cm 690 
 

Linda Idealform 180cm bath

E4714  180 x 80cm Idealform bath 
E4080 180cm Uniline front bath panel
E4090 80cm Uniline end bath panel

1690
(+5-10)

790
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 515-540mm

180
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 Admiral Idealform Plus+ bath

E4781  167 x 69cm Idealform Plus+ bath, with hand grips
E4837 167cm front bath panel
E4838 69cm end bath panel

1675
(+5-10)

690
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 540-560mm

Marina Idealform Plus+ 170 and 180cm bath 

E4808 170 x 70cm  Idealform Plus+ bath, with hand grips
E4809 180 x 70cm  Idealform Plus+ bath, with hand grips
E4797 Unilux Plus+ 170cm front bath panel
E4798 Unilux Plus+ 180cm front bath panel
E4831 Unilux Plus+ 70cm end bath panel

A
(+5-10)

695
(±5)

A
1795
1695

180
170

 
Height – floor to rim 540-560mm

Lido Idealform Plus+ Arc 170cm bath

E4814 170 x 80cm  Idealform Plus+ double ended bath
E4844 170cm front bath panel
E4846 66cm end bath panel

Lexington Idealform Plus+ 180cm bath

E4806 180 x 80cm  Idealform Plus+ bath, 
E4847 180cm front bath panel
E4848 80cm end bath panel

1695
(+5-10)

795
(±5)

1800
(+5-10)

800
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 585-605mm

 
Height – floor to rim 550mm

E8791 150 x 70cm bath
E8797 150cm front bath panel
E8805 70cm end bath panel
E8792 160 x 70cm bath
E8798 160cm front bath panel
E8805 70cm end bath panel
E8794 170 x 70cm bath
E8799 170cm front bath panel
E8805 70cm end bath panel

Lido Idealform Plus+ 140cm corner bath

E4819  140 x 40cm Idealform bath
E4842 140cm Corner bath panel

Lido Idealform Plus+ 180cm bath 

E4803 180 x 80cm  Idealform Plus+ bath, 
E4798 Unilux Plus+ 180cm front bath panel
E4833 Unilux Plus+ 80cm end bath panel

First baths pages 90-91

1795
(+5-10)

795
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 540-560mm

First baths Idealform 70cm bath

1970

1400

1470

 
Height – floor to rim 510mm

Whirpool baths pages 92-93

Velox Idealform 170cm whirlpool bath
With basic whirlpool system

T8629  170 x 70cm Idealform bath, with waste, front and end bath panels

A
(+5-10)A

1700
1600
1500

1700 x 700
1600
1500

x 700
x 700

700
(±5)

Height -
floor to rim 480

1700
(+5 -10)

700
(±5)

 
Height – floor to rim 565mm

First baths Idealform 75 and 80cm bath

E8795 170 x 75cm bath
E8799 170cm front bath panel
E8806 75cm end bath panel

E8796 180 x 80cm bath
E8804 180cm front bath panel
E8807 80cm end bath panel

A
(+5-10)A

1800
1700

B
800
750

1800 x 800
1700 x 750

B
(±5)

Height -
floor to rim 480

 
Height –  

floor to rim 480

 
Height –  

floor to rim 480

182
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Alto Idealform 170cm whirlpool bath
With twin plus whirlpool system

E7691  170 x 70cm Idealform bath, with waste, front and end bath panels, left-hand
E7692  170 x 70cm Idealform bath, with waste, front and end bath panels, right-hand

695
(±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

 
Right-hand 

Height – floor to rim 550mm

Ascot Idealform 170cm bath

E4012  170 x 75cm Idealform bath, two tap holes (drilled for bath grips)
E4020  170 x 75cm Idealform bath, no tap holes (drilled for bath grips)
E4016 AA Chrome plated bath grips (pair)
E4016 AZ Gold plated bath grips (pair) 
E4130  Uniline 170cm front bath panel 
E4190  Uniline 75cm end bath panel

  

 Roll top Idealcast bath 

E4030  170 x 80cm Idealcast bath
E4961 AA Roll top waste 

1695
(+5-10)

795
(±5)

Classic baths pages 94-95

 
Height – floor to rim 650mm

745
(±5)

1695
(+5 -10)

 
Height – floor to rim 510mm - 540mm

A
1695
1495

170
150

A
(+5-10)

695
(±5)

Harrow Idealform Plus+ 150 and 170cm bath

E4787 170 x 70cm Idealform Plus+ bath, no bath grips
E4788 170 x 70cm Idealform Plus+ bath, with bath grips
E4784 150 x 70cm Idealform Plus+ bath, no bath grips
E4785 150 x 70cm Idealform Plus+ bath, with bath grips 
E4797 Unilux Plus+ 170cm front bath panel
E4796 Unilux Plus+ 150cm front bath panel 
E4831 Unilux Plus+ 70cm end bath panel

 
Height – floor to rim 540mm - 560mm

Please see page 176 for the Plaza bath 

Joy pages 98-103

Joy Corner pivot enclosure

L8265 AA  900mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8276 AA  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8264 AA  850mm pivot shower door, clear glass*
L8275 AA  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8263 AA   800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8274 AA  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8262 AA  750mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8273 AA  750mm side panel, clear glass
L8261 AA  700mm pivot shower door,  
  clear glass*
L8272 AA  700mm side panel, clear glass*

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Large corner pivot enclosure

L8263 AA  800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8271 AA 400mm shower front panel, clear glass
L8276 AA  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8275 AA  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8274 AA  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8273 AA  750mm side panel, clear glass
L8272 AA  700mm side panel, clear glass

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

A
D

B

C

1900

Unit
700
750
800
850
900

A
(Opening)

415
465
435
485
535

B
(Reach)

400
450
420
470
520

min
616
666
716
766
816

min
636
686
736
786
836

max
684
734
784
834
884

max
703
753
803
853
903

C D

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

Unit
1200

A
(Opening)

435

B
(Reach)

420

min
616
666
716
766
816

min
1140

max
684
734
784
834
884

max
1255

C
(overall

adjustment)

D
(overall

adjustment)Unit

700
750
800
850
900

A

B

C

D

bracing bracket
(supplied)

bracing bracket
(supplied)

1900
1925

Joy Installation flexibility

Intermediate sized enclosures
To assist with installation problems, the Joy range offers intermediate 
sized enclosures. This is for situations where the original size of enclosure 
cannot fit within the space but the next size down is too small. 

For example, with a 900 Corner enclosure, if the 900mm tray has been 
installed but tiling has greatly reduced the enclosure area, then an 850 
Corner enclosure can be used instead.

184
185
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Joy Corner infold enclosure

L8270 AA  900mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8276 AA  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8269 AA  850mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8275 AA  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8268 AA  800mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8274 AA  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8267 AA  750mm infold shower door, clear glass 
L8273 AA  750mm side panel, clear glass
L8266 AA  700mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8272 AA  700mm side panel, clear glass

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Quadrant enclosure

L8291 AA  900mm quadrant shower enclosure, clear glass
L8290 AA  800mm quadrant shower enclosure,  
  clear glass

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Large corner infold 
enclosure

L8268 AA   800mm infold shower door,  
clear glass

L8271 AA  400mm shower front panel,  
clear glass

L8276 AA  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8274 AA  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8273 AA  750mm side panel, clear glass   
L8272 AA  700mm side panel, clear glass

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Corner entry enclosure

L8281 AA   900mm corner entry slider shower door, clear glass†

L8280 AA   850mm corner entry slider shower door, clear glass†

L8279 AA   800mm corner entry slider shower door, clear glass†

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

† Note: Choose two doors to create your corner  
entry enclosure

Joy Pentagon pivot enclosure

900 Pentagon enclosure
L8262 AA  750mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8296 AA Pentagon panels, clear glass, pair

800 Pentagon enclosure 
L8261 AA  700mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8295 AA Pentagon panels, clear glass, pair

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Large corner slider enclosure

L8287 AA   1200mm slider shower door and infill 
panel, clear glass

L8276 AA  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8275 AA  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8274 AA  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8273 AA  750mm side panel, clear glass
L8272 AA  700mm side panel, clear glass
L8286 AA   1150mm slider shower door and infill 

panel, clear glass
L8285 AA   1100mm slider shower door and infill 

panel, clear glass
L8284 AA   1000mm slider shower door and infill 

panel, clear glass
L8274 AA  800mm side panel, clear glass

For Idealite shower trays,  
please see pages 116-117

Unit
800
850
900

A
(Opening)

390
425
460

C
(overall adjustment)

min
745
795
845

max
788
838
888

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

C

A

C

1900

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

Unit
800
900

A
(Opening)

380
520

C
(Overall adjustment)

min
745
845

max
788
888

1900

C

A

C

R500

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

1900

B

A
C

D

Unit
700
750
800
850
900

A
(Opening)

405
455
475
525
575

B
(Reach)

255
280
305
330
355

min
616
666
716
766
816

min
647
697
747
797
847

max
684
734
784
834
884

max
705
755
805
855
905

C
(overall

adjustment)

D
(overall

adjustment)

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

Unit
1200

A
(Opening)

475

B
(Reach)

305

min
616
666
716
766
816

min
1140

max
684
734
784
834
884

max
1255

C
(overall

adjustment)

D
(overall

adjustment)

bracing bracket
(supplied)

1900
1925

B

D

A
C

Unit

700
750
800
850
900

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

Unit
800
900

A
(Opening)

415
465

B
(Reach)

400
450

min
272
336

max
333
376

C
(overall

adjustment)

1900

C

A

B

C
A

D

1900

1000
1100
1150
1200

Unit
365
415
440
465

A
(Opening)

C
(overall adjustment)

min
942

1042
1092
1142

max
1005
1105
1155
1205

min
616
666
716
766
816

max
684
734
784
834
884

D
(overall

adjustment)Unit

700
750
800
850
900

adhesive

tiles

tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0

plaster
board

186
187
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*Idealite shower trays are not available for this enclosure size.

Joy Alcove pivot enclosure

L8265 AA  900mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L6315   900mm Idealite low profile, flat top shower tray

L8264 AA  850mm pivot shower door, clear glass*
L8263 AA  800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8262 AA  750mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8261 AA  700mm pivot shower door, clear glass*

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Large alcove pivot enclosure

L8265 AA  800mm pivot shower door,  
  clear glass
L8271 AA  400mm shower front panel,  
  clear glass

For Idealite shower trays, please see  
pages 116-117

Joy Alcove infold enclosure

L8270 AA  900mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8269 AA  850mm infold shower door, clear glass*
L8268 AA  800mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8267 AA  750mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8266 AA  700mm infold shower door,  
  clear glass*

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Joy Pentagon infold enclosure

900 Pentagon enclosure  
L8267 AA  750mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8296 AA Pentagon panels, clear glass, pair

800 Pentagon enclosure  
L8266 AA  700mm infold shower door,  
  clear glass
L8295 AA Pentagon panels, clear glass, pair

For Idealite shower trays, please see      
pages 116-117

Joy Large alcove infold 
enclosure

L8268 AA  800 infold door
L8271 AA  400 front panel

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

*Idealite shower trays are not available for this enclosure size.

Joy Large alcove slider enclosure

L8287 AA  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel, clear glass
L8286 AA  1150mm slider shower door  
  and infill panel, clear glass*
L8285 AA  1100mm slider shower door  
  and infill panel, clear glass*
L8284 AA  1000mm slider shower door 
  and infill panel, clear glass

For Idealite shower trays, please see  
pages 116-117
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Connect pages 104-109

Connect Corner infold enclosure

L8062  900mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8063  900mm infold shower door, modesty glass
L8072  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8073  900mm side panel, modesty glass
L8060  850mm infold shower door, clear glass*
L8061  850mm infold shower door, modesty glass*
L8070  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8071  850mm side panel, modesty glass
L8058  800mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8059  800mm infold shower door, modesty glass
L8068  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8069  800mm side panel, modesty glass
L8056  760mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8057  760mm infold shower door, modesty glass
L8066  760mm side panel, clear glass
L8067  760mm side panel, modesty glass
L8054  700mm infold shower door, clear glass*
L8055  700mm infold shower door, modesty glass*
L8064  700mm side panel, clear glass
L8065  700mm side panel, modesty glass

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Connect Corner entry enclosure

L8082  1200mm corner entry slider shower door and inline panel, clear glass†

L8083  1200mm corner entry slider and inline panel, modesty glass†

L8080  1000mm corner entry slider shower door and inline panel, clear glass†

L8081  1000mm corner entry slider and inline panel, modesty glass†

L8078  900mm corner entry slider shower door, clear glass
L8079  900mm corner entry slider shower door, modesty glass
L8076  850mm corner entry slider shower door, clear glass
L8077  850mm corner entry slider shower door, modesty glass
L8074  800mm corner entry slider shower door, clear glass†

L8075  800mm corner entry slider shower door, modesty glass†

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

† Note: Choose two doors to create your corner entry enclosure

Connect Quadrant enclosure

L8090  900mm quadrant shower enclosure, clear glass
L8091  900mm quadrant shower enclosure, modesty glass
L8088  800mm quadrant shower enclosure, clear glass
L8089  800mm quadrant shower enclosure, modesty glass

Available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Connect Corner pivot enclosure

L8052  900mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8053  900mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8072  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8073  900mm side panel, modesty glass
L8050  850mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8051  850mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8070  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8071  850mm side panel, modesty glass
L8048  800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8049  800mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8068  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8069  800mm side panel, modesty glass
L8046  760mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8047  760mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8066  760mm side panel, clear glass
L8067  760mm side panel, modesty glass
L8044  700mm pivot shower door, clear glass*
L8045  700mm pivot shower door, modesty glass*
L8064  700mm side panel, clear glass
L8065  700mm side panel, modesty glass

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117
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Connect Alcove slider enclosure

L8086  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel door, clear glass
L8087  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel door, modesty glass
L8084  1000mm slider shower door and infill panel door, clear glass
L8085  1000mm slider shower door and infill panel door, modesty glass

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Connect Corner slider enclosure

L8086  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel door, clear glass
L8087  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel door, modesty glass
L8072  900mm side panel, clear glass
L8073  900mm side panel, modesty glass
L8060  850mm side panel, clear glass
L8061  850mm side panel, modesty glass
L8068  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8069  800mm side panel, modesty glass
L8066  760mm side panel, clear glass
L8067  760mm side panel, modesty glass
L8054  700mm side panel, clear glass
L8055  700mm side panel, modesty glass
L8084  1000mm slider shower door and infill panel door, clear glass
L8085  1000mm slider shower door and infill panel door, modesty glass
L8068  800mm side panel, clear glass
L8069  800mm side panel, modesty glass

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Connect Alcove Infold enclosure

L8062  900mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8063  900mm infold shower door, modesty glass
L8060  850mm infold shower door, clear glass*
L8061  850mm infold shower door, modesty glass*
L8058  800mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8059  800mm infold shower door, modesty glass
L8056  760mm infold shower door, clear glass
L8057  760mm infold shower door, modesty glass
L8054  700mm infold shower door, clear glass*
L8055  700mm infold shower door, modesty glass*

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Connect Alcove pivot enclosure

L8052  900mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8053  900mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8050  850mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8051  850mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8048  800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8049  800mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8046  760mm pivot shower door, clear glass
L8047  760mm pivot shower door, modesty glass
L8044  700mm pivot shower door, clear glass*
L8045  700mm pivot shower door, modesty glass*

Connect available in two finishes – chrome (AA) and white (AC)

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

*Idealite shower trays are not available for this enclosure size. *Idealite shower trays are not available for this enclosure size.

Connect  
Door finish options

All Connect shower enclosures 
are available in clear or modesty 
glass with a choice of frame 
finishes in satin silver or white 
giving you more options to suit 
the design of your bathroom.

Frame: Silver AA, Glass: Clear Frame: Silver AA, Glass: Modesty Frame: White AC, Glass: Clear Frame: White AC, Glass: Modesty
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Tipica pages 110-115

Tipica Corner pivot enclosure

T2468 YB  900mm pivot shower door, clear glass
T2462 YB  900mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2467 YB  800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
T2461 YB  800mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2466 YB  750mm pivot shower door, clear glass
T2460 YB 750mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Connect Side panels

Combine a side panel of between 700-900mm with the door of your 
choice to create the right corner enclosure for you.

L8064  700mm, clear glass
L8065  700mm, modesty glass
L8066  760mm, clear glass
L8067  760mm, modesty glass
L8068  800mm, clear glass
L8069  800mm, modesty glass
L8070  850mm, clear glass
L8071  850mm, modesty glass
L8072  900mm, clear glass
L8073  900mm, modesty glass

Connect Alcove shower guard

L8404 AA  Shower guard with curtain pole  
  for alcove installation, clear glass
L8403 AA  Shower guard without curtain pole, clear glass
 

Connect Rialto bath shower screen

E1016 AC  Bath shower screen, less hinges, clear glass
E1300 AA  Hinges for bath shower screen

Connect Bath shower screen

L8402 AA  900mm bath shower screen,  
  clear glass
L8400 AA  750mm bath shower screen,  
  clear glass

Connect Bath shower screen

L8240 Five panel bath shower screen, clear glass
L8230 Four panel bath shower screen, clear glass

Connect panel screens available in two finishes –  
chrome (AA) and white (AC)

Connect Corner shower guard

L8406 AA  Shower guard with curtain pole for corner installation, clear glass
L8403 AA  Shower guard, clear glass
 

Unit
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900

Dim. B
Width

675-725
725-775
775-825
825-875
875-925
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1570
1360

1005

495

140
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1415

6mm
(glass thickness)

1100 max
255

1570
1360
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140

1415

6mm
(glass thickness)

895 min
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14701500
1360

1005

495

140

5mm
(glass thickness)

1470

745 min
765 max

5mm
(glass thickness)

890

1340

200
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1340

200

507

296

507

15

175

53

887 1340

765

53

8mm
(glass thickness)

1800 max

1100 max

670 max

1850

C

D

B
A

Model
750
800
900

B
455
495
595

D
465
505
605

A
715 - 765
755 - 805
855 - 905

C
715 - 765
755 - 805
855 - 905

Multiple aluminium spacer profiles may be required for some installations
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Tipica Quadrant enclosure

T2374 YB  900mm quadrant shower enclosure, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2372 YB  800mm quadrant shower enclosure, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117 Tipica Large alcove slider enclosure

T2469 YB  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Tipica Large corner slider enclosure

T2469 YB  1200mm slider shower door and infill panel, clear glass
T2462 YB  900mm side panel, clear glass
T2461 YB  800mm side panel, clear glass
T2460 YB 750mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Tipica Corner entry enclosure

T2380 YB  900mm corner entry enclosure, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2378 YB  800mm corner entry enclosure, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays,  
please see pages 116-117

Tipica Alcove pivot enclosure

T2468 YB  900mm pivot shower door, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2467 YB  800mm pivot shower door, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2466 YB  750mm pivot shower door, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Tipica Corner infold enclosure

T2465 YB  900mm infold shower door, clear glass
T2462 YB  900mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2464 YB  800mm infold shower door, clear glass
T2461 YB  800mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2463 YB  750mm infold shower door, clear glass
T2460 YB 750mm side panel, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117

Tipica Alcove infold enclosure

T2465 YB  900mm infold shower door, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2464 YB  800mm infold shower door, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile
T2463 YB  750mm infold shower door, clear glass
T2196 YB Spacer profile

For Idealite shower trays, please see pages 116-117
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A

A
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900 x 900

B
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A

A
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1850
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A
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Multiple aluminium spacer profiles may be required for some installations Multiple aluminium spacer profiles may be required for some installations
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Idealite Pentagon flat top tray

L6343  900 Pentagon flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Space Pentagon upstand tray

E7084   Space 800 Pentagon upstand stone resin tray with waste

Idealite 900 Pentagon flat top tray

Space 800 Pentagon upstand tray

Idealite Offset quadrant flat top tray

L6329   900 x 800 right-hand offset quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste
L6330   900 x 800 left-hand offset quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste
L6331   1200 x 900 right-hand offset quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste
L6332   1200 x 900 left-hand offset quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6310  Quadrant riser kit
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Quadrant flat top tray

L6326  800 quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste  
L6327  900 quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste  
L6328  1000 quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6310  Quadrant riser kit
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Quadrant upstand tray

L6341  Idealite 800 quadrant upstand low profile tray and waste 
L6342  Idealite 900 quadrant upstand low profile tray and waste 
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6310  Idealite Quadrant riser kit
L6308  Idealite flexible waste pipe

Idealite quadrant flat top tray

Idealite quadrant upstand tray

stud wall

plaster board (9mm)

3mm thick
adhesive layer (flat bed)
tile
sealant bead

Upstand trays

Idealite Square flat top tray

L6313   760 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6314   800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6315   900 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6316   1000 flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Square upstand tray

L6333  760 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6334  800 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6335   900 upstand low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Rectangular flat top tray

L6317   900 x 760 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6318  900 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6319  1000 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6320  1200 x 760 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6321   1200 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6322   1200 x 900 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6323   1400 x 900 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6324  1600 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6325   1700 x 750 flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6312  Extension kit (for use with L630901 on trays over 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Rectangular upstand tray

L6336  900 x 760 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6337  1000 x 800 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6338   1200 x 760 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6339   1200 x 800 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6340  1400 x 900 upstand low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6312  Extension kit (for use with L630901 on trays over 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite rectangular flat top tray

Idealite rectangular upstand tray

Idealite rectangular flat top tray

Idealite rectangular upstand tray

Idealite square flat top tray

Idealite square upstand tray

Idealite square flat top tray

Idealite square upstand tray

Idealite Flat top trays

Flat top installation  
The shower tray is placed against  
a finished wall, with tiling to the  
top of the tray.

Idealite Upstand trays

Upstand tray installation  
The shower tray is placed against a finished 
wall, with plasterboard on top of the 
upstand. The tray is then tiled into the wall 
by tiling over the upstand onto the tray.

Idealite shower trays pages 116-117

plaster board (9mm)

3mm thick
adhesive layer (flat bed)
tile
sealant bead

stud wall

Flat top trays
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Active Shower mixer

A4049 AA    Thermostatic, exposed shower valve,
  excludes shower kit

Active Bath/shower mixer

A4054 AA  Thermostatic, rim mounted,  
two tap holes, with shower kit

Active  Bath filler

B8077 AA  Single lever,  
one tap hole

Active Bath/shower mixer

B8078 AA Single lever, one tap hole,  
  with shower kit

Active Bath filler

A4053 AA  Thermostatic,  
rim mounted,  
two tap holes

Active  Shower mixer

A3969 NU Thermostatic, built-in TT valve
A4105 AA Faceplate and handles

360

180

160

205

120

66

Ø15mm

360

180

¾"

88

50

38

97
134

312

112

66

137 - 163

½”

Ø70

½” male

160

205

135

62

Ø15mm

266

166

100

200
201

Tratto Basin mixer

A1395 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up waste

A6230 AA  Single lever,  
no waste

Tratto pages 130-131

50

350

115

125

Ø10mm

Tratto Bidet mixer

A1397 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up waste

350

45

110

125

Ø10mm

¾"

88

50

38

134

Academy pages 124-125

Academy Basin mixer

E0106 AA  Dual control, 
with pop-up waste

Academy Bidet mixer

E0116 AA  Dual control,  
with pop-up waste

Academy Bath filler

E0136 AA  Dual control,  
two tap holes

Academy Bath filler

E0126 AA Dual control, 
  one tap hole

Academy Bath/shower mixer

E0146 AA  Dual control, one tap hole, 
with shower kit

Academy Bath/shower mixer

E0156 AA Dual control, two tap holes, 
  with shower kit

75

125 50

180

110

330

100
70

105

Ø10mm

330

105

65
90

Ø10mm

210

80

150

120

Ø15mm

75

125 50

180

110

210

150

80
120

Ø15mm

Active pages 126-129

Active Basin pillar taps

B8074 AA Pair

122

43

83 50

½”

Active Bath pillar taps

B8076 AA Pair

129

45

82 50

¾”

Active Bidet mixer

B8064 AA Single lever,
  with pop-up 
  waste

160

124

88

15mm compression

Active Basin mixer

B8062 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up  
waste

B9209 AA No waste  

160

116

86

200

Ø10mm

200
201
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Ceramix Bath filler

E5412 AA Dual control, rim mounted,
  two tap holes

Ceramix Bath/shower mixer

A5018 AA Single lever, exposed wall mounted,
  excludes shower mixer

Ceramix Bath/shower mixer

E5413 AA Dual control, two tap holes,
  including shower kit

Ceramix Shower mixer

A5023 AA Single lever, wall mounted,
  excludes shower mixer

180

156
93

104

81

¾"

154-159

56-61

Ø 75

137-163

½” male

199-204

174-179
131-136

Ø75

137-163

½” male

104

115

180

156
93

36

¾"

Cone pages 134-135

Cone Basin mixer

B5107 AA  Single lever, with
  pop-up waste
B9207 AA No waste  
  
 

Cone Basin pillar taps

B5105 AA Pair

Cone Bath filler

B5109 AA  Single lever,  
one tap hole

Cone Bidet mixer

B5108 AA  Single lever,  
one tap hole

84

35

50

114

½"

102

60

146

250 min

15mm compression

206

184

92

52

Ø15mm

250 min

151

73

146

15mm compression

Tratto Bath filler

A1359 AA  Single lever,  
one tap hole

210

25

125

130

Ø15mm

Tratto Bath/shower mixer

A1358 AA Single lever,  
  one tap 
  hole, with  
  shower kit

210

25

125

130

75

½"

Ø

Ceramix pages 132-133

Ceramix Basin mixer

A5410 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up  
waste

Ceramix Bidet mixer

A5411 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up  
waste142

365

59

130

Ø10mm

138

360

53

120

Ø10mm

Ceramix Shower mixer

A5026 AA Manual,
  built-in valve

Ceramix Bath/shower mixer  

A5027 AA Manual, built-in
  valve with diverter

200

170

200

170

130

54-76

35-57

½” female

½” female

130

54-76

35-57

½” female

½” female

Cone Bath filler

B5110 AA  Dual control,
  rim mounted, 
  two tap holes

Cone Bath pillar taps

B5106 AA Pair

Cone Bath/shower mixer

B5111 AA Rim mounted, two tap holes,
  including shower kit

84

35

50

114

¾"
180

52

115

¾"

180

52

¾"

115

202
203
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Range pages XX-XX

Waterways Bath pillar taps

E6850 AA Dual control, pair,  
  excluding handles

Waterways Bidet mixer

E6900 AA Dual control, 
  with pop-up waste,
  excluding handles

Waterways Bath filler

E6910 AA Dual control, 
  twin flow,  
  two tap holes,  
  excluding 
  handles

Waterways Bath filler

E7045 Dual control, one tap hole, 
 excluding handles

210

55

130

100

Ø15mm

85

95

100

330

Ø10mm

210

50

130

125

Ø15mm

45

120 50

90

¾"
180

25

85 50

85

¾"

Waterways Bath/shower mixer

E7055 AA Dual control,  
  spout outlet, two tap holes,
  including shower kit,
  excluding handles

40

120 50

115

¾"
180

Waterways Handles

E6030 AA Crystal acrylic handles
E7120 AA Quattro metal handles
E5950 01 Studio porcelain handles

Crystal Quattro Studio Porcelain

50

¾"
123

127

42

180

Waterways Bath/shower mixer
Dual control 

E6921 AA Twin flow, top outlet,
  two tap holes,  
  including
  shower kit,  
  excluding 
  handles

Waterways Bath/shower mixer
Dual control 

E6920 AA Spout outlet, two tap holes,  
  including shower kit,
  excluding handles

Waterways CD Handles

E0745 AA Axis three piece metal handles
E0725 AA Aero metal handles
E0735 AA Tipo metal handles
E6030 AA Crystal acrylic handles
E7120 AA Quattro metal handles
E5950 01 Studio porcelain handles

CrystalAxis TipoAero Quattro Studio Porcelain

Cone Idealfill bath filler

A4021 AA Rim mounted, operating handles
E6791 AA Working components

147

48
¾” male

Cone Shower mixer

A3969 NU Thermostatic, built-in TT valve
A4020 AA Faceplate and handles

268

168

100

Waterways Basin filler

E6880 AA Dual control,
  twin flow, with 
  pop-up waste,  
  excluding handles 
E6890 AA  Dual control,  

Twin flow,  
without  
pop-up  waste, 

  excluding handles

Waterways Basin mixer 

E6860 AA Dual control,  
  with pop-up waste,
  excluding handles
E6870 AA Dual control,  
  without pop-up  
  waste, excluding  
  handles

Waterways Basin pillar taps 

E6840 AA  Dual control, pair,  
excluding handles

330

100
65

100

Ø10mm

100
65

100

330

Ø10mm

330

105

85

140

Ø10mm

25

80 50

85

½”

Waterways Basin mixer  
with swivel spout

E6715 AA  Dual control, 
with pop-up  
waste,

  excluding  
  handles

Waterways pages 136-137

204
205
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Ceraplan SL pages 138-139

Ceraplan SL Basin mixer

B7886 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up waste

B7887 AA  Single lever,  
without waste 
 

Ceraplan SL Basin pillar taps

B7884 AA   Pair

Ceraplan SL Bath pillar taps

B7885 AA   Pair

Ceraplan SL Bidet mixer

B7889 AA  Single lever,  
with pop-up  
waste  
 

Ceraplan SL Bath filler

B7888 AA  Single lever,  
one tap hole

Ceraplan SL Bath filler

B7891 AA  Dual control,  
two tap holes

Ceraplan SL Bath/shower 
mixer

B7892 AA  Dual control, top outlet,
  two tap holes, including shower kit

Ceraplan SL Bath/shower 
mixer

B7890 AA Single lever, spout outlet,
  one tap hole, including shower kit

Ceraplan SL Bath/shower mixer
 
B3697 AA  Single lever,  

exposed manual,
  wall mounted,
  excludes  
  shower kit

Ceraplan SL Shower mixer

B3699 AA  Single lever,  
exposed manual,

  wall mounted,
  excludes  
  shower kit

80

22 108

50

½”

89

25 112

50

¾”

117

42

125

156

49

205
140

94

15mm compression

80

53

31

104

¾”

180

153

122

53

31

104

¾”
180

153

127

350
max

43

120

15mm compression

70

137 - 163
½” male

156

49

205

140

Ø15mm

118
163

70

137 - 163

½” male

Waterways CD pages 136-137

Waterways CD  
Basin filler

E0685 AA Quarter turn,  
  dual control, 
  with pop-up  
  waste, 
  excluding  
  handles

Waterways CD 
Basin mixer

E0675 AA  Quarter turn, 
dual control, 

  with pop-up  
  waste, 
  excluding  
  handles 

Waterways CD  
Basin mixer  
with swivel spout

E0625 AA Quarter turn,
  dual control,
  with pop-up  
  waste, 
  excluding 
  handles 

330

100
65

100

Ø10mm

330

105

85

140

Ø10mm

330

100
65

100

Ø10mm

Waterways CD  
Basin pillar taps

E0655 AA Quarter turn, (pair) 
  excluding handles

25

80 50

85

½”

Waterways CD  
Bath filler

E0635 AA Quarter turn,
  dual control, 
  one tap hole, 
  excluding  
  handles

Waterways CD  
Bath filler

E0705 AA  Quarter turn,
  dual control,
  two tap holes,
  excluding 
  handles

Waterways CD  
Bath/shower mixer

E0645 AA Quarter turn, spout outlet,   
  dual control, one tap hole,
  including shower kit,  
  excluding handles

Waterways CD  
Bath/shower mixer

E0715 AA Quarter turn, spout outlet, dual control,
  two tap holes, including shower kit,
  excluding handles

45

120 50

180

90

¾"

40

120 50

115

¾"
180

55

130

210

100

Ø15mm

210

50

130

125

Ø15mm

Waterways CD  
Bath pillar taps

E0665 AA   Quarter turn, (pair) 
excluding handles

Waterways CD  
Bidet mixer

E0695 AA  Quarter turn,
  dual control, 
  with pop-up  
  waste, 
  excluding  
  handles

85

95

330

100

Ø10mm

25

85 50

85

¾”

206
207
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Ceraplan Disc Basin mixer

B8242 AA  Dual control, with pop-up waste
B8243 AA  Dual control, weighted chain

Ceraplan Disc Basin pillar taps 

B8252 AA Pair

Ceraplan Disc Bath pillar taps 

B8253 AA Pair

Ceraplan Disc Bidet mixer

B8245 AA Dual control, with pop-up waste

Ceraplan Disc Bath filler

B8244 AA  Dual control, one tap hole

Ceraplan Disc Bath filler

B8254 AA  Dual control, two tap holes

Ceraplan Disc Bath/shower mixer

B8246 AA  Dual control, spout outlet,
  one tap hole, including shower kit

Ceraplan Disc Bath/shower mixer

B8255 AA  Dual control, top outlet,
  two tap holes, including shower kit

80 50

22 110

½”

¾"

89 50

11325

153

74
40

117

15mm compression

49
88

206

140 167

Ø15mm

167

49
88

206

140

Ø15mm

180

153

31

104

79

53

¾"

153

74
44

107

15mm compression

180

153

31

104

122

53

¾"

Ceraplan Disc pages 140-141

Ceraplan Duo Basin mixer

B8247 AA  Dual control, with pop-up waste
B8248 AA  Dual control, weighted chain

Ceraplan Duo Basin pillar taps 

B8256 AA Pair

Ceraplan Duo Bath pillar taps 

B8257 AA  Pair

Ceraplan Duo Bidet mixer

B8250 AA Dual control, with pop up waste

Ceraplan Duo Bath filler

B8249 AA  Dual control, one tap hole

Ceraplan Duo Bath filler

B8258 AA  Dual control, two tap holes

Ceraplan Duo Bath/shower mixer

B8251 AA Dual control, spout outlet,
  one tap hole, including shower kit

Ceraplan Duo Bath/ 
shower mixer

B8259 AA Dual control, top outlet,
  two tap holes, including shower kit

Ceraplan Duo pages 140-141

80 50

22 120

½”

89 50

12525

¾"

74

117
176

15mm compression

190

49
88

206

140

Ø15mm

190

49
88

206

140

Ø15mm

180

153

31

104

79

53

¾"

74
44

107 176

15mm compression

180

153

31

104

122

53

¾"

208
209
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Alto pages 142-143 Alto Ecotherm page 119

Alto Ecotherm Exposed shower

A4741 AA Shower valve, bracket and three-function shower kit
A4740 AA Shower valve and bracket
A4742 AA Three-function shower kit, 1.5m hose

Note: High pressure systems only

Alto Basin mixer

B8530 AA  Dual control, 
  with pop-up  
  waste 

Alto Basin mixer

B8529 AA  Single lever, 
  with pop-up  
  waste
B9240 AA  Single lever,  

one tap hole
  without  
  pop-up waste 

Alto Basin pillar taps

B8534 AA  

Alto Bath pillar taps

B8535 AA  

Alto Bath filler

B8531 AA  Dual control, two tap holes
  

Alto Bath shower mixer

B8532 AA  Dual control,  
two tap holes

  

Note: Alto Ecotherm showers are suitable for use with high water pressure systems only

Alto Ecotherm Wall mounted exposed bath shower mixer

A4899 AA Wall mounted exposed valve
B9224 AA Three function shower kit including slide rail and soap dish, 1.8m hose

Alto Ecotherm Rim mounted exposed bath shower mixer

A5508 AA Rim mounted bath shower mixer and legs, two tap holes
B9224 AA Three function shower kit including slide rail and soap dish, 1.8m hose
A4900 AA Rim mounted bath shower mixer and legs, two tap holes, including shower kit

210
211
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Plaza Basin pillar taps

E6805 AA Pair

Plaza Bath pillar taps

E6815 AA Pair

Plaza Bidet mixer

E6825 AA Dual control, with pop-up waste

Plaza Bath/shower mixer

E6835 AA Dual control, two tap holes,   
  including shower kit

Kingston pages 146-147

Kingston Basin mixer

E6105 AA Chrome plated,
  dual control,
  with pop-up  
  waste

Kingston Basin pillar taps

E6045 AA Chrome plated, pair
E6045 AZ Gold plated, pair

Kingston Bath pillar taps

E6055 AA Chrome plated, pair
E6055 AZ Gold plated, pair

Kingston Bidet mixer

E6115 AA Chrome plated,
  dual control,
  with pop-up  
  waste
E6115 AZ Gold plated,
  dual control,
  with pop-up  
  waste

Kingston Bath/shower mixer

E6125 AA Chrome plated, dual control, two tap  
  holes, including shower kit
E6125 AZ Gold plated, dual control, two tap  
  holes, including shower kit

Plaza pages 144-145

100

55

25

85

Plaza Brassware Range

E6805 Plaza Basin Pillar

40

55

120

E6815 Plaza Bath Pillar

115

95 120

350

E6825 Plaza Monoblock
Bidet Mixer

25

180

280

135

50

spout projection from centre of body - 120

E6835 Plaza 2 Hole
Bath/Shower Mixer

½"

¾"

¾"

95

Ø10mm

100

55

25

85

Plaza Brassware Range

E6805 Plaza Basin Pillar

40

55

120

E6815 Plaza Bath Pillar

115

95 120

350

E6825 Plaza Monoblock
Bidet Mixer

25

180

280

135

50

spout projection from centre of body - 120

E6835 Plaza 2 Hole
Bath/Shower Mixer

½"

¾"

¾"

95

Ø10mm

100

55

25

85

Plaza Brassware Range

E6805 Plaza Basin Pillar

40

55

120

E6815 Plaza Bath Pillar

115

95 120

350

E6825 Plaza Monoblock
Bidet Mixer

25

180

280

135

50

spout projection from centre of body - 120

E6835 Plaza 2 Hole
Bath/Shower Mixer

½"

¾"

¾"

95

Ø10mm

100

55

25

85

Plaza Brassware Range

E6805 Plaza Basin Pillar

40

55

120

E6815 Plaza Bath Pillar

115

95 120

350

E6825 Plaza Monoblock
Bidet Mixer

25

180

280

135

50

spout projection from centre of body - 120

E6835 Plaza 2 Hole
Bath/Shower Mixer

½"

¾"

¾"

95

Ø10mm

330

30

5085

85

Kingston Brassware Range

40

5090

85

E6045 Kingston
Basin Pillar

E6055 Kingston
Bath Pillar

330

120

75
110

E6105 Kingston Dual Control
Monoblock Basin Mixer

105

75 105

E6115 Kingston Dual Control
Bidet Mixer

45

50

95 - 265 min

305

145

60

E6125 Kingston Dual Control
Bath/Shower Mixer

½" ¾"

¾"

Ø10mm

Ø10mm

330

30

5085

85

Kingston Brassware Range

40

5090

85

E6045 Kingston
Basin Pillar

E6055 Kingston
Bath Pillar

330

120

75
110

E6105 Kingston Dual Control
Monoblock Basin Mixer

105

75 105

E6115 Kingston Dual Control
Bidet Mixer

45

50

95 - 265 min

305

145

60

E6125 Kingston Dual Control
Bath/Shower Mixer

½" ¾"

¾"

Ø10mm

Ø10mm

330

30

5085

85

Kingston Brassware Range

40

5090

85

E6045 Kingston
Basin Pillar

E6055 Kingston
Bath Pillar

330

120

75
110

E6105 Kingston Dual Control
Monoblock Basin Mixer

105

75 105

E6115 Kingston Dual Control
Bidet Mixer

45

50

95 - 265 min

305

145

60

E6125 Kingston Dual Control
Bath/Shower Mixer

½" ¾"

¾"

Ø10mm

Ø10mm

330

30

5085

85

Kingston Brassware Range

40

5090

85

E6045 Kingston
Basin Pillar

E6055 Kingston
Bath Pillar

330

120

75
110

E6105 Kingston Dual Control
Monoblock Basin Mixer

105

75 105

E6115 Kingston Dual Control
Bidet Mixer

45

50

95 - 265 min

305

145

60

E6125 Kingston Dual Control
Bath/Shower Mixer

½" ¾"

¾"

Ø10mm

Ø10mm

330

30

5085

85

Kingston Brassware Range

40

5090

85

E6045 Kingston
Basin Pillar

E6055 Kingston
Bath Pillar

330

120

75
110

E6105 Kingston Dual Control
Monoblock Basin Mixer

105

75 105

E6115 Kingston Dual Control
Bidet Mixer

45

50

95 - 265 min

305

145

60

E6125 Kingston Dual Control
Bath/Shower Mixer

½" ¾"

¾"

Ø10mm

Ø10mm

Recognised  
plumbing  
associations 
Association  
of Plumbing  
and Heating  
Contractors (APHC)  
www.aphc.co.uk  

The Institute  
of Plumbing  
and Heating  
Engineering  
www.iphe.org.uk 

Scottish and  
Northern Ireland 
Plumbing Employers 
Federation  
www.snipef.org.uk
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Designed by Conran Design Group

International design collection
Call 0800 590 311 for the Ideal Standard 
International design collection featuring 
collections by award-winning designers.

Guarantee
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard 
products enables us to guarantee all ceramic products 
(including accessories) for a lifetime and Idealcast and Idealform 
acrylic baths for 25 years from date of purchase. Furniture, bath 
panels, mixers and taps, WC suites and cistern fittings are 
guaranteed for five years from date of purchase. Parts (including 
flushvalves) are guaranteed for five years and will be replaced 
if found to be faulty. Whirlpool bath systems are guaranteed for 
two years from the date of purchase (including all components). 
Shower enclosures and bath screens are guaranteed for 10 years 
from the date of purchase. The guarantee does not cover general 
wear and tear. Our guarantee is offered on all products that 
have been used in the manner for which they were intended, 
and does not apply to any products that have been misused or 
abused in any way. Products must be installed and cared for in 
line with our fixing instructions and local water byelaws. The 
guarantee covers products in domestic use by the consumer 
and not commercial or business use. In the unlikely event the 
product fails within the guarantee period, we offer a free replace-
ment or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). Liability is 
limited to individual products and does not cover consequential 
loss or damage on installations. When your bathroom has been 
satisfactorily installed and is working well, please ensure you 
register your guarantee. The guarantee is transferable – it 
applies to the product not the purchaser provided guarantee 
registration details are passed on to the new owner. You can 
register for guarantees on a bathroom bought on your behalf 
by a plumber or builder. Applies to UK and Republic of Ireland 
only. This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement  
in design and performance of its products. The right is there-
fore reserved to vary specifications without notice. Colour 
reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of 
the printing process. 

A division of Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd. P1311(1) 08/10.

Water efficiency
The BMA is the leading trade association 
for bathroom manufacturers in the UK. They 
have introduced a Water Efficient Labelling 
Scheme which allows you to choose products 
that meet the BMA standards for water 
efficiency. Over 200 products from Ideal Standard are part of this 
scheme, so look out for this logo on our most environmentally 
friendly WC suites, baths, showers and basin fittings.

Important installation information
A key element in the performance of a bathroom is the quality 
of the installation. We recommend you use a plumber from a 
registered association (see below) and consult them right from 
the start. Your local Ideal Standard stockist may offer a plumbing 
service or, if not, will be able to recommend a qualified plumber. 
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